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ABSTRACT
Prenatal alcohol and early life stress exposure are associated with reduced levels of
BDNF in the frontal cortex. Several studies have implicated (BDNF) in frontal cortex as
important contributor of learning and memory. In the present study, we look to determine
whether early housing conditions could mitigate the impact of prenatal alcohol exposure
on learning as well as BDNF expression in sex-specific manner in frontal cortex of mice.
Compared to control, prenatal alcohol mice expresses reduced total BDNF levels and
displayed reduced freezing behavior response during contextual fear conditioning in both
female and male mice. Female displayed increased BDNF levels compared to male in
control group, thus displaying sex-specific expression of BDNF.
Prenatal alcohol was associated with reduced levels of BDNF caused by reduced
expression of variant 3 (exon IV) and variant 4 (exon VI) in the frontal cortex. While
contextual fear condition was associated with decreased variant 4 and invalidation of
BDNF. Mice from dams that were communally housed exhibited higher freezing behavior
in prenatal alcohol mice even with reduced levels of variant 3, variant 4 and BDNF in male
and female. These results indicate that prenatal alcohol exposure reduces BDNF levels and
reduces fear learning behavior in mice and some of these deficits are mitigated by pre and
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early postnatal rearing environments. These results are discussed relative to the impact of
prenatal ethanol and housing on stress and stress behavior responding.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) is one of the most common causes of intellectual
disability and developmental delay. It includes fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), partial fetal
alcohol

syndrome,

alcohol-related

birth

defects

(ARBD),

alcohol-related

neurodevelopmental disorder (ARND) and neurobehavioral disorder associated with
prenatal alcohol exposure (ND-PAE). FASD has a wide range of adverse effects of prenatal
alcohol exposure (PAE) (Williams and Smith, 2015). These effects have an impact in the
development of the embryo by reducing the capacity to adapt to stress, altering
neurotransmitters levels, thus disrupting development of neurons.
Most reports (Streissguth, A. P., Bookstein, et al., 2004) indicate the effects of PAE produce
neurological signs like poor habituation, irritability or intense response to stress, longer
time to recover from stress, increased sensitivity to external stimuli, feeding problems,
disrupted sleep cycles and general developmental delay. These effects persist during
childhood and present other neurological signs such as, difficulties with bonding and
attachment, inappropriately affectionate to strangers, inability to form healthy
relationships, memory deficits, poorly formed conscience (lying/ stealing), stubborn,
compulsive and perseverate behaviors, displayed increase in tantrums, arrested social
development, poor judgment and a general lack of impulse control. Data from Dr. Ann
Streissguth in 2004, showed that later in life people affected by PAE suffer of mental health
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issues and trouble with other aspects of their lives. For instance, 94% suffer mental health
issues (depression), 80% trouble with independent living, 80% trouble with employment,
70% trouble in school, 60% trouble with the law, 60% disrupted school experience, 60%
confinement in prison or institution, 52% legal problems with sexual behaviors, and 50%
-70% of FASD adults abuse alcohol/drugs. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms
behind PAE during development will help to elucidate possible mechanisms to reduce
these neurological signs and improve behavior across the life time.
Most studies have focused on the effects of PAE in the brain on the hippocampus.
However, the frontal cortex (FC) is one of the most sensitive and critically affected brain
regions by PAE. The FC contributes to higher cognitive functions; thus it makes it an
important region for performing executive functions. PAE alters FC executive functions
such as, inhibitions, planning, time perceptions, internal ordering/sequencing, working
memory, self-monitoring, verbal self-regulation, motor control, regulation of emotions and
motivation or emotions, personality, judgement, language, problem solving, sexual and
social behavior. (Wass, et al., 2001).
Since FC is such an essential for executive function, self-regulation and planning, the
effects of PAE on this area is a critical research need. Prenatal exposure to alcohol affects
frontal cortical regions, as with other brain regions, by reducing growth and neuronal
interconnectivity. Some studies of the most severe exposures (Fetal alcohol syndrome,
FAS) have found a 46% reduction in average fetal brain size. Recent study by Wass and
colleagues (Wass, et al., 2001) reported detrimental effects of PAE on brain structure, with
higher impact on FC compared to other regions. This loss in size could result from a loss
of neuronal number and consequently a loss of neuronal connections.
2

Neuronal

connections (connectivity) are indicated from numbers of dendrites and dendritic
arborizations. Several studies employing animal models of FASD, have specifically noted
a reduction in dendritic length (Louth et al., 2018; Jakubowska-Dogru et al., 2017). It is
interesting to note that normal dendritic complexity positively affected by brain derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF, Leal et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015), and negatively affected
by elevated or chronic stress (Conrad et al., 2017; Bock et al., 2011; Krugers et al., 2012).
BDNF is a member of neurotrophin family of proteins. Its functions involve regulation of
CNS ontogeny, homeostasis and adult neuroplasticity; includes learning and memory (Aid
et al., 2007).It is a molecular mediator of memory consolidation, which supports survival
and differentiation of neurons, especially in these regions may ultimately contribute to
cognitive function. Changes in levels of BDNF have been linked to schizophrenia, anxiety
and depression in both animal and humans (Boschen, et al., 2015) .BDNF contributes to
regulation of neuronal maturation and survival, axonal and dendritic arborization and the
maintenance of dendritic spine density (Cohen-Cory, et al., 2010). As a growth factor,
BDNF increases dendritic spines and enhances memory function. BDNF is required for the
maintenance of dendritic spines in the adult CNS. It does this by contributing to neuronal
activity-dependent processes, such as long-term potentiation (LTP). LTP and BDNF are
both required for alterations in spine strength. Changes in dendritic spines are important
because can change the structure, plasticity and synapsis between neurons. BDNF regulates
the generation of new dendritic spines and participates in the process of maturation of
dendritic spines (Luine and Frankfurt, M., 2013). It regulates this process by BDNF–TrkB
signaling in cortical and hippocampal neurons. It increases dendritic spines, synapse
density on the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells in CA1 (Boschen, K. E., Criss, K. J.,
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Palamarchouk, V., Roth, T. L., & Klintsova, A. Y., 2015).Experiments done by (Chapleau,
C. A.,et al., 2008) showed that BDNF shifts the proportion of spine types towards the thin
and mushroom-shaped spines in hippocampal slice cultures and also has a role in overall
spine turnover or pruning of immature spines and that requires the activation of the TrkB.
Binding of BDNF to the TrkB receptor results in the activation of several pathways
including the Ras/ERK (extracellular signal regulated protein kinase), the PI3-K
(phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase) and phospholipase C-g pathways (Carbone, D. L., &
Handa, R. J., 2013).The regulation of dendritic spines mediated by BDNF occurs through
both rapid membrane effects and slower transcriptional regulation via the CREB pathway.
An increase in dendritic spine density requires ERK activation after BNDF binds to the
TrkB receptor (Luine, and Frankfurt, M., 2013). These interaction is mostly observed in
the hippocampus, which shows prolonged overexpression of BDNF, could result in
aberrant synaptic connectivity (Miller and Al-Rabiai, 2017), dendritic arborization and
increased apoptosis via activation of the p75 receptor (Boschen, et al., 2015).
BDNF participates in synaptic modulation, induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) and
some forms of learning and memory. Since BDNF participates in LTP it also contributes
to neuronal plasticity that involves learning and memory and mediates effects of experience
on brain structure and function (Lu, et al., 2008). BDNF is also essential for neuronal
proliferation and differentiation and in synaptogenesis. Hence, BDNF is a major factor that
participates in the regulation of memory processes, synapse formations and synaptic
plasticity. During context-dependent fear conditioning exposure it has been observed that
there is an invalidation of the BDNF gene that induces memory deficits (Revest, et al.,
2014).
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Aberrant BDNF gene expression contributes to psychiatric disorders, cognitive
dysfunction. Therefore, different studies have evaluated the different functions of BDNF
variants and how the regulate the expression of BDNF in different brain regions (Lubin, et
al., 2008).The BDNF gene structure has multiple initial start sites allowing isoform specific
transcription of multiple mRNA transcripts. Alteration in BDNF gene expression are
associated with isoform specific transcription initiation. Different experiments have
demonstrated how exons contribute in the way BDNF gene is upregulated in response to
behavioral paradigms (Lubin, et al., 2008).
The most prominent exons to contribute in BDNF gene are exon IV and exon VI. During
contextual fear condition exon IV mRNA is increased, while in context exposure only
studies they show an increase in exon VI mRNA in hippocampus (Lubin, et al.,
2008).These difference in exon expression are regulated by DNA methylation, in which
decrease in DNA methylation at specific exon associated CpG dinucleotides causes
increase exon transcription, while increase methylation reduces exon transcription (Lubin,
et al., 2008).Acetylation of histones regulate DNA methylation. For instance, reduction of
acetylated histone H4 in medial prefrontal cortex and not in the hippocampus in PAE mice,
are associated for the reduce levels of exon VI in the medial prefrontal cortex of PAE mice
(Bredy et al., 2007). Studies done with chronic stress showed that BDNF expression is
mediated via exon VI and that have lasting effect that cannot be reverse. Chronic stress
induces repression of BDNF gene. Chronic stress enriches histone demethylation H3, and
this hypermethylation is long-lasting in Bdnf P3 and P4 promoters and continue to be seen
even a month after the cessation of stress (Tsankova NM, et al., 2006).
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However, other factors also contribute to exon regulation. In prenatal alcohol exposure,
both exon IV and VI are reduced in both mPFC and hippocampus. This decrease observed
in BDNF total and these variants in PAE mice is correlated with reduced proBDNF and
BDNF protein levels in mPFC, because both proBDNF and BDNF protein levels in PAE
are controlled by transcription and not post-transcriptionally (Caldwell, et al., 2008). For
instance, exon IV has CRE that binds to CREB, thus, in case of reduced CREB activation
there is a decrease of exon IV. Exon VI mRNA regulation compared to exon IV depends
on glucocorticoids and ERK2. Exon VI is regulated by ERK2, so when there is a reduction
of ERK2 there is reduction of exon VI, which was observed in the hippocampus in PAE
mice (Takeuchi Y, et. al., 2002). In prenatal alcohol exposure they showed that because
female have higher levels of GC, this leads to repression of exon VI and causes a decrease
of this variant in medial frontal cortex and hippocampus (Allan, et al., 2014).
Glucocorticoids (GCs) are synthesized and released by the adrenal cortex in response to
stress. The release of GC is controlled by hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.
During normal brain function the levels of GC are low. GC binds to glucocorticoid receptor
(GR) and mineralocorticoid receptor (MR). BDNF is an intermediate between GC and GR
that depends on the synthesis step of BDNF protein which includes pro-BDNF and mature
BDNF. Levels of BDNF protein are regulated by multiple molecular mechanisms including
transcription and translation of the BDNF gene as well as its synthetic pathway (Revest, et
al., 2014).In the hippocampus has been shown that GC activation of GR is a necessary
mechanism that triggers and coordinate the activation of tPA-mature BDNF-TrkB
Erk1/2/MAPK signaling cascade. The activation of GR triggers pro-BDNF and tPA proteins
activated by the phosphorylation of Erk1/2/MAPK. These pathway allows the increase in
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fear memories because they can increase dependent memory and promote synaptic
changes. In this pathway the phosphorylation of Erk1/2/MAPK allows the activation of
BDNF-TrkB binding (Revest, et al., 2014).
Gonadal hormones influence cognition during development. Estradiol is one of the most
influential hormones in neuronal plasticity and cognition. Estrogen like BDNF has effects
on dendritic spine density and memory. Both estrogen and BDNF can increase dendritic
spines in synergistic or additive manner (Luine and Frankfurt, 2013). Synergistic action
of estrogen and BDNF is through rapid membrane mediated second messenger systems via
genomic mechanisms (activation of CREB). Additive action is when both converge in the
same cell which causes estrogen and BDNF to increase dendritic spines (Luine and
Frankfurt, 2013).
During proestrus stage, dendritic spines are increased in different brain areas, which is
caused by an increase of estradiol that eventually leads to an increase in BDNF. Proestrus
is associated with increased BDNF and memory enhancement in hippocampus. For
example, estrogen levels rise and are maintain at its highest during the end of pregnancy.
Dams show higher levels of dendritic spines in pyramidal cells in CA1 and mPFC, they
display higher levels of BDNF. But with aging female display decline reduced circulating
estradiol with lowered levels of BDNF and correspondingly decreased dendritic spine
density (Luine, and Frankfurt, 2013).
The increase in BDNF caused by estrogen due to the estrogen response element on the
BDNF gene which mediates the increase of BDNF protein in both the hippocampus and
prefrontal cortex. The increase in BDNF levels in these brain regions allows to enhance
spatial memory in the hippocampus and non-spatial memories in prefrontal cortex
7

(Sohrabji, and Lewis, 2006). Therefore, estradiol regulates expression of BDNF in a brain
region-specific manner. Estradiol by regulating BDNF also participates in fear extinction
memory. Studies show female injected with estradiol during memory consolidation display
enhance fear extinction memory. While, extinction failure in female is associated with low
estrogen. During high estradiol states, fear extinction memory recall is better because these
effects are associated with enhance activation and synaptic plasticity in frontal cortex
(Carbone and Handa, 2013). The effects of estradiol are not exclusive to female, as
gonadectomy studies show male displaying low BDNF and TrkB mRNA, can recover
BDNF mRNA levels following an estradiol injection (Carbone and Handa, 2013). Thus,
estradiol appears to be necessary in BDNF expression because after the injection the levels
of BDNF mRNA reached those observed in intact animals. So estradiol is required for
successful fear extinction formation
Studies done on ovariectomized mice showed that decrease BDNF can be restored with
estradiol treatment. Following the administration of estradiol, BDNF mRNA is induced.
However, there are other studies that show estradiol treatment does not increase BDNF in
ovariectomized mice in frontal and temporal cortices (Carbone, and Handa, 2013). It is
still unclear if the levels of estrogen receptor (ER) in different brain regions alter the
activity between estrogen and BDNF or that if changes in brain excitability, or the time of
estradiol administration leads to fluctuating BDNF expression (Carbone, and Handa,
2013).
One of the most common features of FASD in children is the inability to adapt to stressful
conditions (Paley and O’Connor, 2011). Adapting to changes in their environment or daily
schedules are particularly difficult for FASD children. The functioning of frontal cortex is
8

particularly important for adapting to changes and accommodating to new environments
(Gilmartin, et al., 2014). FC executive functions allow flexible behavior regulation.
Disruption in the normal activity of FC occurs it will cause inability to adapt and lead to
erratic behaviors (Liu, et al., 2004).
The link between BDNF and PAE-mediated cognitive frontal cortical deficits might
involve known deficits in the signaling pathway of glucocorticoids. PAE results in
impairment in behavioral flexibility, impairs extinction learning, extinction of fear, so it
impairs extinction neuronal circuits. PAE decreases Bdnf mRNA in the hippocampus,
frontal cortex and hypothalamus. PAE exposure impacts in BDNF expression, but not in
uniform way across the brain. During alcohol exposure BDNF, TrkB, Erk1/2 were
decreased (Revest, et al., 2014). There is loss of BDNF-ERK1/2/MAPK pathway which
explains increase depressive behaviors in PAE. The reduction of BDNF causes reduced
neurogenesis, survival and function of existing neurons. Eventually, leading to a
suppression of downstream molecules in BDNF pathways (Revest, et al., 2014).
In studies done in our laboratory (Allan, et al., 2014) have demonstrated altered
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) signaling including a reduction in nuclear glucocorticoid
receptor (GR) in mice. This reduction is due to reduced trafficking of GR from cytosol to
the nucleus in a brain region specific manner caused by PAE. It is also crucial to mention
that also other factors might influence the effects of GR system after PAE. For example,
postnatal care, (time in nest, nursing style and social environment), which can lead to
alterations in FC guided behavior.
Stress and chronic elevations of glucocorticoids exacerbates the damaging effects of PAE
on frontal cortex function (Allan, et al., 2014). It weakens FC connections with the
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hippocampus and amygdala which disrupts the stress regulation and interferes with the
flexibility of memory consolidation. Fear condition is a stress learning task that involves
these stress regulatory regions (FC, hippocampus and amygdala). During contextual fear
condition tasks results showed that PFC is essential to regulate memory formation by
regulating the activity of the amygdala during learning (Gilmartin, et al., 2014). Thus, FC
is showed to play an important for the formation of emotional memories involving
contextual complexity because regulates and involves other brain regions to form those
memories.
During normal acute stress, BDNF levels increase along with increases in GC levels
(Revest, et al., 2014) However, during a chronic stress exposure BDNF levels start
decreasing despite an elevation in GC levels (Gray, et al., 2013). Brain connectivity and
dendritic complexity is negatively impacted by chronic stress. Stress alters the activity of
BDNF. The difference between pro-BDNF and mature BDNF helps understand adaptation
to stress. During acute stress pro-BDNF is converted into mature BDNF helps to adapt to
stress. However, during chronic stress GC constantly secreted leads to a decrease to BNDF
mRNA expression (Gray, et al., 2013). This might be product of pro-BDNF, which
compared to mature BDNF, activates p75NTR receptor orientating cells leading to
apoptosis and an increase in long term depression (LTD) which negatively impacts
memory consolidation (Aid, et al., 2007).
BDNF function can be affected by early social environment. In a study done by Branchi,
and colleagues (2006) exposure of mice to a communal nest (CN) early in development
impacts behavior and neurotrophins well into during adulthood. Communal nest is
characterized by providing a stimulating environment in which sharing of maternal care10

giving between multiple lactating dams affects behavior of mice (Branchi, et al., 2006).
Compared to a solo (single dam) nest, mice from communal nest environments tend to have
greater social interaction during adulthood. CN mice interact not only with the mother but
also with pups from other dams in the nest which helps them to develop a social interaction
during adulthood (Branchi, et al., 2006). It is also important to understand that CN
increases the social interaction and BDNF levels in childhood. In addition, BDNF was
increased in adult CN mice, which implies a highly plastic brain because there are newly
generated brain cells and cell survival. Based on these results, it will be implied that CN
increases BDNF that eventually will lead to an increase in cell generation, cell survival,
neuronal plasticity and a reduction in anxiety and depressive behaviors during adulthood.
However, their results reported the opposite of the expected.
During adulthood, mice reared in CN displayed increased social anxiety despite the greater
levels of BDNF (Branchi, et al., 2006). The interactions during adulthood depended upon
the social status (dominant vs submissive status of the mouse). This type of interaction
causes stress levels in this environment. Their results showed that BDNF levels tend to
decrease because social status in SN mice. However, the BDNF levels are still higher in
CN mice compared to SN during adulthood, in a social status interaction CN dominants
and submissive mice reported same lower BDNF levels independent of their social status
given that they may share the same epigenetic response to stress (Branchi, et al., 2006).
This might indicate that BDNF increases to reduce the development of depression caused
by an aggressive environment. Nonetheless, there are other possible factors to affect the
response to stressful events that can also affect the BDNF levels (Branchi, et al., 2006).
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For instance, this same research group, noted the importance of mother interaction in early
development and how this can affect the adulthood interaction and BDNF levels. They
reported stressful events during childhood that could impact later adult behavior such as,
maternal separation each day or just handling for fifteen minutes (Branchi, et al., 2006).
These different types of stressor caused changes in anxiety like behavior during adulthood.
Maternal separation caused a decrease, while handling only caused an increase in anxiety
behavior. Nonetheless, the time of the maternal separation caused a different change in
BDNF levels, in which a separation of each day caused BDNF levels to increase in the FC
and hippocampus, contrasting with only one single time separation of a day, which reduced
BDNF levels in the hippocampus (Branchi, et al., 2006). In the case of handling, they
reported that BDNF levels are increased in adulthood. All these results indicate that CN is
important to maintain high levels of BDNF in adulthood, but it also depends on the type of
stress during childhood and the stage of development. The combination of these factors are
important to understand the behavior and BDNF changes observed in adulthood. The early
interactions in CN and SN are crucial to shape brain function and adaptation of mice
behavior during adulthood, but it’s still important to understand how different stressors
during childhood can impact the likelihood of having an anxiety and depressive behavior
(Branchi,et al., 2006).
Since prenatal alcohol and stress exposure alter BDNF activity, we hypothesized that PAE
exposure increases stress sensitivity and stress mediated learning by altering BDNF mRNA
leading to poorer performance in learning. In addition, we anticipate that pups raised in
communal nest environments will demonstrate better learning and elevated BDNF levels
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in the FC. By understanding this mechanism, we will be able to reduce stress sensitivity
and increase performance.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1 Animals
All procedures were approved by the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center
(UNM HSC) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and adhered to practices
recommended in “Recognition and Alleviation of Pain and Distress in Laboratory
Animals” (Committee on Pain and Distress in laboratory Animals, Institute of Laboratory
Animal Resources, National Research Council, National Academy Press, Washington D.C.
2011). All animals were maintained on a reverse 12-hour light/12-hour dark schedule
(lights off at 0800 hours). Adult male and female offspring (126-206 days of age) were
used for the present studies.
2.2 Prenatal ethanol exposure
The procedures included prenatal ethanol exposure (PAE) described in Brady et al., 2012.
Sixty day old female C57BL/6J mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were
provided limited access (4h/d: 10:00-14:00) to a solution 10% (w/v) ethanol in 0.066%
(w/v) saccharin in the ethanol group, while control mice consumed saccharin 0.066% (w/v)
alone (SAC). Alcohol consumption (4.56 ± 0.16 g ethanol / kg body weight / 4 h, n=25
litters) was similar to that reported in Brady et al. (2013) those levels of consumption yields
average blood alcohol concentrations of approximately 80-90 mg/dL. Drinking was
established prior to mating, maintained during gestation and withdrawn following
parturition using a step down procedure over a six-day period. Pups were weaned 23-25
days and were assigned to one of the two experimental groups: solo nesting (SN) or
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communal nesting (CN). The mice in CN were maintained in same-sex and litter mate
cages, 3-5 mice per cage, with free access to water and chow until adulthood.
2.3 Behavioral testing procedure
Behavioral testing was conducted between 09:00 and 11:00. All studies were performed
using female and male offspring from the saccharin (SAC) and ethanol (PAE) exposed
dams between 60 days of age at the time of testing. Animals were used in only contextual
fear condition behavioral test. Only one male and one female from a litter were represented
in each of the behavioral conditions (naïve, trained and tested, described below).
2.4 Contextual Fear Condition
Fear memory conditioning was tested in animals that were assigned in the trained only and
trained and tested conditions. Animals were placed into individual cages equipped with
digital cameras. A white noise (70dB) generator was placed near the cages in the fear
conditioning chambers as well as in the holding rooms. Mice were placed in the chamber
according to sex; female mice were trained/tested in the chambers on the same day, while
male mice were trained/tested in the chambers two days before the female mice group. All
mice to be trained/tested during a session were transported from the vivarium to the
training/testing room. Graphic State 4 software was used for the behavioral protocol. The
protocol for training used two pairings of a 30-sec, 80dB, 6Hz clicker (the conditioned
stimulus, CS) and a 2-sec, 0.7 mA electric foot shock (the unconditioned stimulus, US)
delivered during the last 2 sec of the CS. The intertrial interval (ITI) between the two
clicker/shock pairings was 90 sec. Animals that were assigned to the test condition were
placed into the cages 24 hours after they were exposed to fear condition paradigm for 3

15

minutes with no CS or US delivery. Naïve mice remained in their home cages until tissue
was collected and were not exposed to the training or testing conditions.
2.5 Plasma and tissue collection
Twenty minutes following the training or testing procedure mice were decapitated without
anesthesia. Naïve mice were killed at the same time of day as the testing and training
group. The brain was removed and dissected into frontal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus,
hypothalamus and rest of the brain. The blood was collected in EDTA-treated tubes (Ram
Scientific Inc., Yonkers, NY; #077051) and plasma was prepared by immediate
centrifugation at room temperature. Brain tissue and plasma samples were snap-frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until use.
2.6 RNA extraction
RNA extraction was conducted by using Ambion mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit following
the manufactures protocol. Initial steps were performed at -20 °C and the rest of the
purification was performed at room temperature for total RNA isolation that included
recovery of microRNA. This protocol uses chaotropic salts, phenol-chloroform solutions
to inactivate RNases and purify RNA from other biomolecules. Tissues were removed from
–80°C freezer and processed immediately in Lysis/Binding Buffer. This mixture was
homogenized and processed until all visible clumps were dispersed. Samples were
subjected to Acid-Phenol:Chloroform extraction, ethanol was added and passed through a
Filter Cartridge to recover RNA in the filter. RNA was eluted in Elution Solution. RNA
concentration was measured using Qubit RNA Broad Range.
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2.7 cDNA synthesis
Reverse transcription was performed by using QuantiTech Reverse Transcription. Briefly,
the purified RNA sample was briefly incubated in gDNA Buffer at 42°C for 2 minutes to
effectively remove contaminating genomic DNA. Following the elimination of gDNA,
RNA samples were subjected to reverse transcription using a master mix prepared from
Quantiscript Reverse Transcriptase, Quantiscript RT Buffer, and RT Primer Mix. This
reaction step takes place at 42°C and is then inactivated at 95°C. The concentration of the
cDNA was measured using Qubit DNA. The samples were diluted in water according to
cDNA stock concentration (volume 95ng cDNA) until obtain a final concentration of
5ng/µl for Real Times-PCR.
2.8 Frontal cortex BDNF level determination PCR
Real time PCR was conducted using 96-well plate in Light cycler (Roche). Reactions were
performed in triplicate. Each 25ul reaction contained forward and reverse primers, 2ul
cDNA and 12.5ul SybrR Green PCR master mix reaction buffer (Applied Biosystem)
Following one initial step at 95°C for 600s, 35 cycles of amplification of 95°C for
15seconds heating - 60°C for 1-minute cooling and 1 cycle of cooling at 37°C for 30s.
Detection of the fluorescent products was monitored by measuring the increase in
fluorescence caused by the SybrR Green. To identify an internal control to analyze BDNF
gene expression, HPRT was assed as housekeeping gene using Ct values obtained from
Real-time PCR. The relative quantification of the BDNF gene and BDNF variants III and
IV in tissue samples was determined using the 2-ΔΔCt method described in Caldwell et al.
(2008).
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Primers
Sequences (5’3’) of the forward and reverse primer pairs used for PCR amplification
Bdnf
Bdnf Variant
3 (Exon 4)

Bdnf Variant
4 (Exon 6)

FWD: TCATACTTCGGTTGCATGAAGG
REV:
AGACCTCTCGAACCTGCCC
FWD:
CAG AGC AGC TGC CTT GAT
REV:
GCC TTG TCC GTG GAC G
GTG ACA ACA ATG TGA CTC
FWD:
CAC T
ATG GTC ATC ACT CTT CTC
REV:
ACC TG

2.9 Behavioral analysis
Freezing behavior (absence of movements other than those associated with respiration)
occurring during the training and testing periods was scored by two individuals, one of
whom was blind to the animal’s treatment group and behavioral history. Freezing score
that differed between the two raters by greater than 10% were re-scored by a third
individual blinded to animal treatment and behavioral group condition. Freezing was
expressed as a percentage of the total time interval. Freezing behavior was measured by
observing the videos of trained and/or tested female and male mice. Freezing behavior for
trained mice was measured by observing the 5-minutes videos. Freezing behavior was
measured by observing scoring the percent time freezing over the full 3-minute testing
period.
2.10 Data analysis
All data were analyzed using multivariate three-way ANOVA followed by Tukey posthoc tests using GraphPad Prism and SPSS (IBM v.25) software. Data are presented as
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mean +/- SEM, n=4. Only one subject per litter per sex was used in each group. PCR
analysis was done using triplicate values.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Behavioral studies
3.1.1 Solo Prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) was associated with reduced contextual
fear in adult male and female mice.
Contextual fear conditioning used a conditioned stimulus (CS, context with a clicker or
tone) paired with the unconditioned stimulus (US, foot shock). CS-US was followed with
an intertrial interval (ITI) to elicit the formation of an association between the CS and US.
An association also forms between the US and stimuli that are continuously present in the
environment in which the US is delivered. For this study we used contextual fear
conditioning studies (background contextual conditioning procedure) and assessed
contextual fear memory 24 h after the training session. We chose to use this type of method
based on our focus on the frontal cortex function for the biochemical measure. The frontal
cortex plays an important role in contextual conditioning as it regulates other key brain
regions (hippocampus and amygdala) that are involved in fear learning.
As previously described on the methods chapter, SAC and PAE male and female reared in
solo and communal housing conditions, were CS-US trained in the context on day 1, and
24 h later they were tested in that context for freezing behavior in the absence of the US.
Three-way ANOVA analysis revealed there is a significant prenatal main effect [F(1,43)=
12.875, p= .001], a significant housing effect [F(1,43)=11.946, p= .001], and a significant
interaction between prenatal alcohol treatment and housing exposure [F(1,43)= 24.730, p<
.0001]. Both female and male solo SAC mice spent increased time freezing compared to
PAE solo mice. (Figure 1 A &B). However, Communal SAC control and PAE male spent
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similar freezing time, while Communal SAC control and PAE displayed differences in the
percent freezing depending on prenatal exposure, in which PAE female display higher time
spent frozen compared to SAC female (Figure 1D).
B
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Figure 1 Behavioral studies Solo Male A), Solo Female B), Communal Male C), Communal Female D). SAC
are white bars, PAE are in black bars. Data are presented as %time spent freezing +SEM, n=4.
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3.2 Biochemical analysis
We assessed levels of V3, V4, BDNF, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio mRNA
prepared from the frontal cortex (FC) from male and female SAC and PAE, Solo and
Communal mice in three behavioral groups.
3.2.1 Prenatal alcohol treatment effects
There were sex-specific differences in the expression of BDNF, V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio
and V4/BNDF ratio, in which female mice in both solo and communal housing expressed
higher levels of BDNF, V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio compared to male
mice. In three way ANOVA analysis we found that prenatal alcohol treatment had an
overall effect on V4/BDNF ratio [F(1,72)=16.682, p<.0001] in both Female and Male mice
exposed to solo and communal housing. The overall prenatal x sex effect was
predominantly observed in V4/BDNF ratio [F(1,72)=5.548, p=.021].
3.2.1.1 SAC and PAE Male.- PAE Male did not display significant difference
compared to the SAC prenatal treatment group. There was a significant difference
among behavioral conditioning groups in SAC and PAE, respectively.
Male showed no effect of prenatal exposure (SAC vs PAE) in solo housing. Within
conditioning behavioral groups (naïve, trained, tested) male displayed significant
interaction. Thus, revealing that relative to naïve and trained values, the decrease of
expression of V3 and V4 in both SAC and PAE groups in tested condition was smaller in
PAE mice than in SAC tested condition. Two-way ANOVA showed no significant
interaction between prenatal treatment and behavior groups, but a significant effect of
behavior group in V3, BDNF total and V4/BDNF ratio. There was no significant effect of
behavioral groups in V3 [F(2,18)=8.133, p=.0030] and V4/BDNF ratio [F(2.18)=9.463,
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p=.0016]. V3/BDNF ratio and V4 show no significant difference between prenatal
treatment (SAC vs PAE) neither within the behavioral groups (naïve, trained, tested) nor a
significant interaction between behavioral group and prenatal treatment.
As the two-way ANOVA results revealed, there was no difference in SAC control vs PAE
in male mice in V3 expression within prenatal alcohol groups in each behavioral group
(naïve, trained, tested). However, we did observe a significant behavioral group effect. V3
[F(2,18)=8.133, p=.0030]. Both SAC and PAE trained group displayed an increase in the
fold expression of V3 compared to the naïve group. In this graph (Figure 2A?) we also
observed a significant folding change difference between SAC train and SAC test. Posthoc analysis revealed a significant mean difference between these two groups with a
p=.0358. It also revealed SAC tested condition was not significantly different from SAC
naïve group. Showing that after an increase of V3 in train exposure SAC male recovered
to the initial V3 value expressed in naïve group into test exposure. On the other hand, PAE
male showed no significant fold change between behavioral groups. Nonetheless, it appears
that for the PAE, V3 mRNA expression in the naïve and tested conditions was similar, and
both were lower compared to the observed increase in PAE trained group (Figure 2A).
V4 solo male display neither significant difference within behavioral groups, nor within
prenatal alcohol treatment and no interaction between these two factors. Post-hoc tests also
revealed no significant differences in the fold change expression of V4. In figure 2B we
can determine that V4 expression was similar within SAC male in the three different
behavioral groups. V4 expression was also similar between SAC and PAE in trained and
tested conditions. The only difference in V4 expression was observed in naïve group. In
this group, PAE expressed increase V4 fold change compared to SAC male naïve group.
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This shows that PAE male started with higher V4 levels compared to SAC, but after
behavioral treatment V4 levels decreased and reached same V4 levels expressed by SAC
male in train and test groups.
Two-way ANOVA showed BDNF total was not significant different within prenatal
alcohol treatments, but there was a significant interaction between prenatal treatment
across the behavioral group. As you can see BDNF total was decreased from naïve to
trained, and from trained to tested conditions in the PAE exposed mice. Post-hoc analysis
revealed no significant difference in the fold change across behavioral groups in PAE. SAC
and PAE groups showed a slight increase of BDNF total during training, followed by a
decrease during testing. PAE displayed higher BDNF fold change than SAC group in the
three behavioral groups (naïve, trained and tested) (Figure 2C).
Shown in Figure 2D, V3/BDNF ratio was not significantly different in the behavioral
groups, and for prenatal alcohol treatment and there was no interaction between prenatal
and behavioral groups. V3/BDNF ratio levels remained the same across behavioral groups
and did not change after behavioral treatment. SAC naïve, PAE naïve, SAC trained and
PAE trained were similar. Although both SAC and PAE levels were slightly decreased in
tested group, there was no significant difference compared to the naïve or trained
behavioral treatments.
In figure 2E, V4/BDNF ratio displayed an effect of behavioral condition. In the naïve
condition, PAE mice displayed higher V4/BDNF ratio expression than SAC, but these
levels remained similar during training and testing. In PAE male, V4/BDNF ratio was
decreased in training, but increased during testing. Post-hoc analysis revealed a significant
difference between PAE naïve vs PAE trained p=.0070. SAC male remained similar during
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naïve and trained conditions, but was elevated during testing. Post-hoc showed V4/BDNF
ratio was significantly elevated during testing, there was a significant difference in fold
change between SAC train vs. SAC test p=.0286.
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Figure 2.- Solo Male Frontal Cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B), BDNF ratio (C), V3/BDNF

ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). SAC are black bars, PAE are in dash grey. Post hoc A) SAC trained vs.
SAC tested p=.0262. B) No significant C) No significant D) No significant E) SAC trained vs SAC tested
p=.0286, PAE naïve vs. PAE trained p= .0163. Data are presented as fold change ±SEM *, p<.05; **,
p<.01, n=4.
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In communal male mice, BDNF, V3 and V4 were elevated in SAC compared to PAE
during training condition. However, the ratio of BDNF to the variants was not significantly
different across behavioral groups and within prenatal alcohol treatment. Two-way
ANOVA shows V3 communal housing male was significant different across behavioral
conditioning groups [F(2,18)=28.03, p<.0001], with no significant interaction between
behavior and prenatal treatment. Post hoc analysis shows significant differences in fold
change in SAC naïve vs. SAC Test p=.0168, SAC train vs. SAC test p=.0018. PAE naïve
vs PAE test p=.0035, PAE train vs. PAE test p=.0013. Figure 3A shows that levels of V3
were similar between SAC and PAE in naïve and test behavior groups. V3 SAC was
slightly elevated compared to PAE during training, but post-hoc test failed to show a
significant difference between the two prenatal treatment groups.
BDNF had a similar trend as V3, in that BDNF levels for both SAC and PAE were elevated
during training, but lower during testing. SAC and PAE displayed similar fold change in
naïve group and test group, but during training, SAC mice were elevated in contrast to PAE
group. Two-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of behavioral group, but no
interaction with prenatal alcohol treatment. Post-hoc analysis showed significance effect
of prenatal treatment with behavior groups for SAC, trained vs. tested p=.0199, and for
PAE, naïve vs. tested p=.0135, trained vs. tested p=.0324(Figure 3C).
Two-way ANOVA results revealed a significant effect of prenatal condition on V3/ BDNF
levels, and a significant effect of behavioral group (naïve, trained and tested) [F(2.18)=
5.421 p=.0144], however there was ratio no significant interaction between behavioral
group and prenatal treatment . Post-hoc analysis demonstrated that there was no
significance interaction between behavioral groups and prenatal treatment. However, both
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SAC and PAE during testing displayed lower levels compared to naïve and trained
conditions. Comparing levels SAC vs PAE in naïve, trained and tested groups, you can see
that within each behavioral group, V3/BDNF ratio fold change levels were similar (Figure
3D).
In figure 3B, you can observe that PAE group displayed a decrease in V4 within each
behavioral treatment, while SAC group shows V4 was elevated during training, but lower
during testing. SAC compared to PAE was lower in naïve group, but it was higher during
training and was similar during testing. This demonstrates that testing had an effect of
decreasing the expression of V4, in both SAC and PAE prenatal conditions. Two-way
ANOVA revealed a significant difference across the behavioral groups [F(2.18)=8.862,
p=.0021, with no significance prenatal treatment (SAC vs PAE) effect and no significant
interaction. A post hoc analysis shows significant interactions between SAC naïve vs. SAC
tested p=.0168, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=0.0018, PAE naïve vs PAE tested p=0.0471.
Two-way ANOVA results revealed V4/BDNF ratio displayed only significant difference
for prenatal treatment [F(1,18)=5.383, p=.0323], but no significant interaction. PAE was
elevated compared to SAC in naïve condition (figure 3E). SAC levels remained similar
across behavioral groups, showing behavioral treatment had no effect on the expression of
V4/BDNF ratio in SAC group. Whereas, PAE levels were lower during both training and
testing, suggesting that behavioral treatment had an effect on V4/BDNF ratio expression.
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Figure 3.- Communal male frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B), BDNF

ratio (C),

V3/BDNF Total (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc A) in SAC naïve vs. SAC Tested p=.0168, SAC
trained vs. SAC tested p=.0018. PAE naïve vs PAE tested p=.0035, PAE train vs. PAE test p=.0013. B)
SAC naïve vs. SAC tested p=.0168, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=0.0018, PAE naïve vs PAE tested
p=0.0471. C) SAC train vs. SAC tested p=.0199, PAE naïve vs. PAE tested p=.0135, PAE trained vs.
PAE tested p=.0324 D) ns. E) SAC naïve vs. SAC tested p=.0168, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=0.0018,
PAE naïve vs PAE tested p=0.0471. SAC are black bars, PAE are in dash grey. Data are presented as
fold change +SEM *, p<.05; **, p<.01, n=4.
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3.2.1.2 SAC and PAE Female.- Female displayed difference in the expression of BDNF
and variants III and IV in SAC and PAE prenatal alcohol treatment according to
behavior treatment group.
Female displayed an effect of prenatal exposure (SAC vs PAE), with higher levels of
BDNF, V3, V4, V3/ ratio and V4/ ratio in PAE compared to SAC under solo housing
conditions, as well as a significant effect of both behavioral group (naïve, trained, tested)
and prenatal exposure including an interaction between behavioral group and prenatal
exposure. Solo female expressed higher V3 and V4 in PAE condition compared to SAC
control. In both SAC and PAE there was an increase of V3 and V4 during testing compared
to naïve and trained behavioral group. The ratio of V3/BDNF is not as significantly
different during testing condition between SAC and PAE, while V4/BDNF ratio is
significantly different in tested condition, in which PAE expresses higher levels of
V4/BDNF ratio compared to SAC.
In communal housing conditions, PAE female mice expressed lower levels of V3, V4 and
BDNF and higher levels in V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio in tested conditions
compared to SAC female mice. Thus, showing there was an interaction between behavioral
group and prenatal exposure.
In solo female, two-way ANOVA shows V3 is significant within behavioral groups
[F(2,18)=11.78, p=.0005] but not significant interaction between prenatal and behavioral
groups and no significant within prenatal alcohol treatment. Post-hoc Tukey analysis
revealed significance between PAE naïve vs. PAE tested p=.0038 and SAC naive vs. SAC
tested p= .0009, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=.0082. In figure 4A you can see that PAE
gradually increased the expression of V3 from naïve to tested conditions, showing
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behavioral treatment had an effect on PAE mice. PAE started with lower V3 compared to
SAC, as observed in naïve group. SAC naïve and SAC train remained similar, but during
testing V3 levels were elevated, thus demonstrating that only tested condition had an effect
on the expression of V3 in SAC group.
In figure 4B you can observe that in naïve and train group was no change in V4 expression
in both SAC and PAE, respectively. However, both SAC and PAE showed an elevation of
V4 during testing, with no significant difference between SAC vs PAE. Two-way ANOVA
results showed V4 was significant across the behavioral groups [F(2,18)=49.49, p<.0001],
but there was no significant prenatal treatment effect and no interaction between behavior
and prenatal factors. Post hoc reveals fold change was significant between SAC naïve vs.
SAC tested p=.0023, SAC trained vs SAC tested p=.0019 and PAE naïve vs. PAE tested
p<.0001, PAE trained vs PAE tested p<.0001. Showing that the test condition was the only
factor that changed the expression of V4 in solo female mice.
In PAE group, BDNF was elevated during training and slight, but not significant lower
during testing. Both PAE trained and tested conditions compared SAC expressed higher
BDNF, but in naïve group SAC had higher levels of BDNF compared to PAE. Two-way
ANOVA shows a significant effect of behavioral treatment [F(2,18)=6.675 p=.0068] but
not significant interaction between prenatal treatment and behavioral groups. Behavioral
treatment had an effect in the expression of BDNF in PAE group, a post-hoc analysis shows
PAE naive vs. PAE train p=.0491. It also had an effect SAC group, it increased after
training but lower during testing (Figure 4C).
Figure 4D shows that in each behavioral condition, there was no difference between SAC
and PAE. In SAC group, the expression of V3/BDNF ratio was the same in naïve and
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trained conditions, but elevated during testing. On the other hand, PAE had higher
V3/BDNF ratio fold change in naïve compared to SAC naïve, but similar to SAC group,
V3/BDNF ratio levels were elevated during testing in PAE group. These data show that
behavioral testing had an effect in both SAC and PAE by elevating V3/BDNF ratio. Twoway ANOVA shows V3/BDNF ratio was significant within behavior groups
[F(2,18)=28.02, p<.0001] and significant interaction between prenatal and behavioral
groups [F(2,18)=4.343, p=.0289]. Later, post-hoc test show significant interactions, SAC
naïve vs SAC tested p=.0033, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=.0063, PAE naive vs. PAE
tested p=.0019, and PAE trained vs PAE tested p=.0017.
Two-way ANOVA revealed V4/BDNF ratio was significant within behavioral group
[F(2,18)= 84.7, p<.0001], within prenatal treatment [F(1,18)=12.23, p=.0026], and had a
significant interaction between behavioral and prenatal factors [F(2,18)=8.866, p=.0021]
(Figure 4E). Post hoc confirmed significant interactions in SAC tested vs PAE tested
p=.0005, SAC naïve vs SAC tested p=.0004, SAC trained vs SAC tested p<.0001, PAE
naïve vs. PAE test p<.0001 and PAE train vs PAE test p<.0001. As you can see V4/BDNF
ratio was elevated during testing compared to naïve and trained conditions in both SAC
and PAE groups. SAC naïve was no significantly different from trained, but significantly
lower compared to tested condition. PAE showed the same trend as SAC. However, in
naive and tested groups PAE expressed higher fold change of V4/BDNF ratio in contrast
to SAC. This graph shows testing had a significant effect in the expression of V4/BDNF
ratio in the prenatal treatment condition, and also increased V4/BDNF ratio fold change in
SAC and PAE respectively.
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Figure 4.- Solo Female Frontal Cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B), BDNF

ratio (C),

V3/BDNF ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc test A) SAC naïve vs. SAC tested p=.0009, SAC
trained vs. SAC tested p=.0019, PAE naïve vs. PAE tested p=.0038. B) SAC trained vs SAC tested
p=.0023, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=.0019, PAE naïve vs. PAE tested p<.0001, PAE trained vs PAE
tested p<.0001. C) PAE naïve vs. PAE trained, p=.0491. D) SAC naive vs. SAC tested p=.0033, SAC
trained vs. SAC tested p=.0063, PAE naive vs. PAE tested p=.0019, PAE trained vs. PAE tested p=.0017.
E) SAC tested vs PAE tested p=.0005, SAC naïve vs SAC tested p=.0004, SAC trained vs SAC tested
p<.0001, PAE naïve vs. PAE tested p<.0001, PAE trained vs PAE tested p<.0001. SAC are black bars,
PAE are in dash grey Data are presented as fold change +SEM *, p<.05; **, p<.01, n=4.
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Female communal mice showed an elevation in V3 and V4 levels in tested condition
compared to naïve and trained in both SAC and PAE respectively. However, V4/BDNF
ratio expression is higher in PAE in tested condition with significant difference between
SAC and PAE, while V3/BDNF ratio is significantly different in naïve condition, in which
PAE mice start with lower levels of V3/BDNF ratio compared to SAC.
Two-way ANOVA showed on V3 levels showed no significant effect of prenatal treatment
(SAC vs. PAE) and no interaction between behavior and prenatal alcohol treatment. A
significant effect of behavioral group was found [F(2,18)=19.95, p<.0001]. As you can see,
there was an elevation of V3 after each behavioral treatment in both SAC and PAE. V3
expression was higher during testing compared to naïve and trained. In the tested condition
you can also observe that PAE expressed higher V3 fold change compared to SAC. SAC
group showed an increase during training and showed no significant change later during
testing. On the other hand, PAE expressed an elevation of V3 after each behavioral
treatment. In naïve condition PAE expressed lower levels compared to SAC. During
trained condition, you can also observe that SAC and PAE did not display a significant
difference. Post-hoc analysis revealed significant interactions between behavioral groups
such as, SAC naïve vs SAC tested p=.0108, PAE naïve vs. PAE trained p=.0292 and PAE
naïve vs PAE tested p=.0021 (Figure 5A).
In figure 5B you can observe a decrease of V4 during training for both SAC and PAE,
respectively. Similar to the expression of V3 observed in figure 4A. V4 fold change
displayed similar levels with prenatal alcohol groups in naïve and train conditions, with
only a difference in test condition. During testing PAE female had higher fold change of
V4 compared to SAC female, although not significantly different. Two-way ANOVA
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reveals that V4 had significant effect of the behavioral treatment group [F(2,18)=13.14,
p=.0003], but there was no significant interaction within prenatal treatment. Post-hoc
analysis revealed a significant difference in the fold change of V4 in PAE naïve vs PAE
tested =.0215 and PAE trained vs. PAE tested p=.0093.
The expression levels of total BDNF was altered by behavioral condition compared to those
observed in V3 and V4 in communal female. BDNF total was elevated only during
training, and lower during testing in both SAC and PAE. During training and testing, we
observed a higher fold change of BDNF total in the PAE compared to SAC. However, in
naïve female PAE started with lower levels of BDNF compared to SAC. In SAC group
there was no significant increase of the fold change of BDNF during training compared to
PAE group. This shows that training had a higher impact in the PAE group compared to
SAC. During testing both SAC and PAE displayed lower and similar levels of BDNF total,
showing that tested treatment condition reduced the expression of BDNF total for both
SAC and PAE. Two-way ANOVA results revealed there was an effect of behavioral
conditions (naïve, trained, tested) [F(2,18) =8.009, p=.0033]. Post-hoc testing revealed
significant differences between PAE naïve vs PAE trained p=.0270 (Figure 5C).
In V3/BDNF ratio fold expression there was a difference in prenatal treatment in naïve
group, in which PAE had higher fold change compared to SAC group. In SAC female you
can see naïve and train condition did not display different levels of V3/BDNF ratio, but
there was an elevation during testing. On the other hand, PAE female displayed significant
difference in the expression of V3/BDNF ratio after each behavioral condition. Two-way
ANOVA shows significant effect of behavioral group [F(2,18)=18.54, p<.0001]. Post-hoc
analysis revealed that SAC naïve vs. SAC tested p=.0175 and SAC trained vs. SAC tested
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had significant difference p=.0071, while PAE displayed PAE naïve vs PAE tested p=.0023
and PAE trained vs PAE tested p=.0008 (Figure 5D).
In figure 5E a two-way ANOVA revealed V4/BDNF ratio was significant across
behavioral groups [F(2,18)= 87.19, p<.0001], within prenatal groups [F(1,18)=5.134,
p=.0360] and a significant interaction between prenatal and behavior groups [F(2,18)=
14.44, p=.0002]. This figure shows us that there was a significant elevation during testing
in both SAC and PAE. SAC and PAE started with similar fold change in naïve group, but
were lower during training. In trained condition, PAE V4/BDNF ratio was lower compared
to SAC. The opposite was observed during testing, in which fold change of SAC was lower
compared to PAE female. This figure reveals us that trained condition decreases the ratio
expression of V4/BDNF in both SAC and PAE, but there was a greater decrease in the
PAE. Whereas, testing increased the V4/BDNF ratio in both SAC and PAE, and with
greater effect in PAE group. Post-hoc analysis showed the significant difference in fold
change between SAC tested vs PAE tested p=.0003, it also revealed significant differences
between behavioral groups such as, SAC naïve vs. SAC tested p=.0179, SAC trained vs
SAC tested p=.0008, PAE naïve vs PAE trained p<.0001, PAE trained vs PAE tested
p<.0001.
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Figure 5.- Communal Female Frontal Cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B), BDNF ratio (C),
V3/BDNF ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc analysis A) SAC naïve vs SAC tested p=.0108,
PAE naïve vs PAE trained p=.0292, PAE naïve vs PAE tested p=.0021. B) PAE naïve vs PAE tested
p=.0353, PAE trained vs PAE tested p=.0093. C) PAE naïve vs PAE trained p=.0270. D) SAC naïve vs.
SAC tested p=.0175, SAC trained vs. SAC tested p=.0430 PAE naïve vs PAE trained p=.0023, PAE
trained vs PAE tested p=.0008. E) SAC tested vs PAE tested p=.0003, SAC naïve vs. SAC tested p=.0179,
SAC trained vs SAC tested p=.0008, PAE naïve vs PAE trained p<.0001, PAE trained vs PAE tested
p<.0001. SAC are black bars, PAE are in dash grey Data are presented as fold change +SEM *, p<.05;
**, p<.01, n=4.
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3.2.2 Housing effect
We focused in the effect of housing because studies such as Branchi and colleagues
(Branchi, et al., 2006). Showed that exposure to communal environment reduces the
expression of BDNF in female, which later reduces their learning and memory capabilities.
As shown in the previous section there is a sex-specific expression of BDNF, V3, V4,
V3/BDNF ratio, V4/BDNF ratio in prenatal alcohol treatment (SAC vs. PAE), as well as
an interaction between behavioral group (naïve, trained, tested) and prenatal alcohol
treatment. We also found that the expression of BDNF, V3, V4 V3/BDNF ratio, and
V4/BDNF ratio depends on the housing environment that female and male were exposed.
Three-way ANOVA results show that the overall effect of Prenatal*Sex*Housing is mostly
observed in V4/BDNF ratio [F(1,72)=4.007, p=.049].
In our results there was a housing effect on female and male mice. Overall communal
housing decreases the expression of V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio, V4/BDNF ratio compared to
a solo housing treatment, this was mainly displayed in tested behavioral condition,
especially in female PAE mice. Female mice expressed interaction between housing (solo
vs communal) and behavioral group (naïve, trained, tested). As previously mention PAE
exposure increases V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio, and V4/BDNF ratio compared to SAC female
mice. However, communal housing mice reduces V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF
ratio more significantly in PAE and SAC female and male mice compared to solo housing
exposure. Showing communal housing had a great effect on reducing the effects of fear
condition treatment in both genders with greater significance in female mice.
Three-way ANOVA analysis shows overall housing effect in both female and male was
predominately observed in V4 [F(1,72)=10.823, p=.002] and V3/BDNF ratio
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[F(1,72)=4.808, p=.032]. It also revealed an overall effect of behavior x housing mostly in
V4 [F(2,72)=7.504, p=.001], V3/BDNF ratio [F(2,72)=3.524, p=.035] and V4/BDNF ratio
[F(2,72)=3.089, p=.052].
3.2.2.1 Male solo vs. communal
Male do not display significant difference between solo and communal housing, but
they show interaction within behavior groups and housing treatment exposure.
Both SAC and PAE male exposed to solo and communal housing show no significant
difference in the expression of V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio between solo
and communal housing. However, they showed significant difference across behavioral
groups (naïve, trained, tested) in solo and communal housing.
In SAC male, two-way ANOVA results showed V3 had significant fold change among
behavior groups [F(2,18)= 16.67, p<.0001] (Figure 6A). Expression of V3 was elevated
during training, and lower during testing, for both solo (SN) and communal (CN),
respectively. During training, V3 displayed no significant difference between SN and CN.
However, in the naïve group, CN expressed greater V3 fold change compared to SN, while
in the tested condition the inverse was seen in SN which displayed a higher V3 fold change
than CN. Post-hoc results revealed SN trained vs SN tested displayed significantly lower
V3, p=.0341, it also revealed both, CN naïve vs CN tested, p= .0386 and CN trained vs CN
tested, p=.0017 displayed a significantly decreased level of V3 (Figure 6A). This data
suggests that behavioral treatment had an effect in the expression of V3, but did was not
impacted by housing condition (SN vs CN).
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Figure 6C presents the fold change expression of V3/BDNF ratio which was not affected
by training. The initial expression of V3/BDNF ratio observed in naïve group is the same
in SN and CN, during training and testing there was a slight decrease of V3/BDNF ratio in
CN group compared to SN. Also, during testing the V3/BDNF ratio was slightly lowered
for both SN and CN. Two-way ANOVA demonstrated significant behavior
[F(2,18)=3.481, p=.0408] but no main effect of housing, or and no interaction between
these two factors. This results shows us that V3 ratio to BDNF total is not significantly
different.
There was a significant effect of behavioral group on V3 in PAE male among
[F(2,18)=11.9, P=.0005}, but no interaction between housing and behavior. In the figure
6B, there was an elevation during training for SN group, while CN remained similar to the
fold change level obtained in naïve group. During testing V3 was lower for both SN and
CN, with CN expressing decreased V3 compared to SN. A post-hoc test confirmed a
significant decrease of V3 during testing CN trained vs. CN tested p= .0076 and CN naïve
vs. CN tested p=.0267, while SN displayed no significant change in V3 expression. These
results revealed that behavior had an effect in communal group but not in solo housing
male. Similar to V3/BDNF ratio in SAC male (Figure 6C), PAE male displayed no
significant change among behavioral treatment, within housing groups and no interaction
between these two factors (Figure 6D). As previously pointed out, SN male displayed
slightly higher levels of V3/BDNF ratio compared to CN during training and testing. Also,
during testing V3/BDNF fold change was decreased compared to train condition for both
SN and CN (Figure 6D).
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Both communal and solo housing had an effect on behavior group, by decreasing
significantly the levels of V3 in test condition, while PAE condition only communal
housing had an effect by decreasing the levels of V3 in male mice. However, as overall
there was no significant difference between solo and communal housing in V3/BDNF ratio
in SAC and PAE mice. These data suggest that housing did not affect the levels of V3 and
V3/BDNF ratio in male mice.
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Figure 6.- SAC and PAE male frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 SAC A), V3 PAE B),
V3/BDNF ratio SAC C), V3/BDNF ratio PAE D). Post-hoc results show A) SN trained vs SN tested
p=.0341, CN naïve vs CN tested p= .0386, CN trained vs CN tested, p=.0017. B) CN trained vs. CN
tested p= .0076 and CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0267, C) ns. D) ns. Communal are in grey and white and
Solo are in black bars. Data are presented as fold change +S.E.M. *, p<.05; **, p<.01, n=4.
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Two-way ANOVA revealed V4 a significant difference among the behavior groups
[F(2,18)=13.69, p=.0002], as well as a significant interaction between behavior groups and
housing condition [F (2, 18) = 9.08, p=0.0019]. Figure 6A shows that SN did not produce
changes across the behavior groups, with V4 fold remaining stable across the different
behavioral conditions. However, CN displayed significant difference in V4 expression in
each behavior group. V4 was elevated during training, and lower during testing. At the
same time, we can observe in naïve and trained condition groups CN displayed higher fold
change of V4 in CN to SN, but displayed lower fold change during testing. Post-hoc test
revealed a significant difference for the housing groups SN trained vs. CN trained p=.0462,
SN tested vs. CN tested p=.0370, and significant difference within behavioral groups in
communal housing CN naïve vs CN test p=.0032, CN trained vs. CN tested p<.0001. These
results demonstrate that there was significant housing effect and that behavioral treatment
had an effect on the expression of V4 in communal housing SAC male (Figure7A).
PAE male did not displayed significant effect of housing condition, however they displayed
significant effect of behavior [F(2,18)=4.829, p=.0209], and no significant interactions of
housing and behavior were found. V4 was lower during training and remained the same
during testing in SN. In naïve, trained and tested condition, you can observe V4 fold change
was not significantly higher in SN than CN. V4 expression decreased in each behavioral
treatment conditions in CN male. Levels of V4 was significantly lower during testing, a
post-hoc test confirmed this CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0042. CN compared to SN housing
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was affected by behavioral treatment, by significantly decreasing V4 fold change (Figure
7B).
Two-way ANOVA demonstrated that V4/BDNF ratio in SAC male had a significant effect
of behavioral group [F (2, 18) = 5.832, p=.0112], and no interaction between housing and
behavior. A post-hoc test revealed that SN train vs. SN test p=.0286 was significantly
increased during testing. In the figure, we can observe naïve group had similar V4/BDNF
ratio fold change in SN and CN, and the same is observe in the other two behavior groups
(trained, tested). During testing V4/BDNF ratio was elevated for both SN and CN,
respectively. These results indicate that behavioral condition affected mainly solo group
during testing (Figure 7C).
Figure 7D reveals us in PAE male V4/BDNF ratio fold change was lower during training,
but elevated during testing for both SN and CN, respectively. Communal male expressed
slightly higher V4/BDNF ratio comparing to solo male. However, post-hoc tests revealed
no significant difference among behavioral groups in communal mice, but there was a
significant effect in solo male in V4/BDNF ratio fold change which was significantly lower
from SN naïve vs. SN trained p= .0163. Two way ANOVA demonstrated that there was
only interaction between prenatal treatment and behavioral condition [F(2, 18) = 6.861,
p=.0061] and no interaction between housing and behavior. These results are representative
that training had a great impact only in solo male.
In general, there was no significant difference in the expression of V4/BDNF ratio between
solo and communal housing in SAC and PAE male mice. However, both SAC and PAE
displayed a decrease in V4 expression in the tested behavioral condition. Figure 7D shows
that there was only significant difference in expression of V4 between housing
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comparisons in SAC male, but not in PAE male. This figure shows the impact of testing in
the expression of both V4 and V4/BDNF in SAC and PAE by either increasing or
decreasing significantly their fold change, respectively.
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Figure 7.- SAC and PAE male frontal cortex mRNA expression of V4 SAC A), V4 PAE B),
V4/BDNF ratio SAC C), V4/BDNF ratio PAE D). Post-hoc results show A) SN trained vs. CN trained
p=.0462, SN tested vs. CN tested p=.0370, CN naïve vs CN tested p=.0032, CN train vs. CN test p<.0001.
B) CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0042. C) SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0286 D) SN naïve vs. SN trained p=
.0163. Communal are in grey and white and Solo are in black bars. Data are presented as fold change
+S.E.M. *, p<.05; **, p<.01, n=4.
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3.2.2.2 Female solo vs communal
Female have significant interaction within behavior groups. They display interaction
between behavior and housing treatment, but they also show higher interaction
within solo and communal housing with high significance in V4.
V3 expression in both SAC and PAE female showed no significant effect of housing
exposure, but they displayed significant effect of behavioral group. Two-way ANOVA
results revealed an interaction between housing and behavior was significant
[F(2,18)=13.39, p=.0003]. SAC and PAE female exposed to solo housing displayed an
increase during training, but a higher elevation during testing. In naïve and test condition
solo female had higher fold change of V3 compared to communal female. However, in
train condition communal expressed higher fold change compared to solo female. Post-hoc
analysis revealed these differences were no significant within housing, but significant
within behavior SN naïve vs. SN tested p=.0009, SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0082 and CN
naïve vs. CN tested p=.0108. Nonetheless you can see a trend of how behavioral condition
had an effect on SAC female exposed to communal housing (Figure 8A).
PAE female displayed a similar trend of housing and behavior effect. Two-way ANOVA
results revealed significant main effect of behavioral group [F(2,18)= 22.25, p<.0001], but
no significant interaction between housing and behavior. As you can see in figure 8B, V3
was elevated during training and testing in both SN and CN. During testing you can observe
SN displayed higher fold change of V3 compared to CN, while during training they were
almost similar. In naïve condition CN displayed slightly higher fold change compared to
SN. Post-hoc revealed there was no significant difference within housing, but within
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behavioral groups revealed SN naïve vs. SN tested p=.0009, SN trained vs. SN tested
.0082, CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0108.
Two-way ANOVA revealed V3/BDNF ratio expression in SAC female was significant
within behavioral groups [F(2,18)=22.25, p<.0001]. In figure 7B you can see that at naïve
condition both SN and CN expressed similar V3/BDNF fold change. During training
V3/BDNF was decreased only in CN, while SN remained similar to naïve fold change
levels. However, during testing V3/BDNF was elevated in both SN and CN, in which SN
displayed higher V3/BDNF fold change than CN. From all behavioral conditions, testing
had a significant impact in both SN and CN, by not only increasing V3/BDNF expression,
but also showing a significant difference in how behavioral treatment affects differently to
solo and communal female. Post-hoc analysis also revealed significant differences within
behavioral groups SN naïve vs. SN tested p=.0038, CN naïve vs. CN trained p=.0292, CN
naïve vs. CN tested p=.0021 (Figure 8C).
In figure 8D, PAE female displayed significant effect of behavioral group. V3/BDNF ratio
fold change was elevated during training and testing for both SN and CN female. In naïve
and test condition SN had higher fold change displayed than CN, but during training CN
displayed higher V3/BDNF ratio fold change. Two-way ANOVA revealed V3/BDNF ratio
was significantly affected by behavioral group [F(2,18)= 34.81, p<.0001], but there was no
interaction between housing and behavior, and no main effect of housing condition. Posthoc analysis showed significant interactions within behavior groups in SN and CN, SN
naïve vs. SN tested p=.0033, SN trained vs SN tested p=.0063, CN naïve vs. CN tested
p=.0175, CN trained vs. CN tested p=.0071.
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In figure 8 in general we can see there was a prenatal exposure and housing relation in
female mice in the expression of V3, in which solo female expressed higher levels of V3
in solo housing compared to communal housing. However, SAC female mice was the
exception by displaying higher levels of V3/BDNF ratio in communal mice. V3/BDNF
ratio level was significantly different in test condition for SAC female, while in PAE
condition there was not significant difference between solo and communal housing during
testing. In both SAC and PAE for both V3 and V3/BDNF ratio, respectively, it significantly
increased from naïve to test conditions.
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Figure 8.- SAC and PAE female frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 SAC A), V3 PAE B),
V3/BDNF ratio SAC C), V3/BDNF ratio PAE D). Post-hoc results A) SN naïve vs. SN tested p=.0009,
SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0082 and CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0108. B) SN naïve vs. SN tested
p=.0009, SN trained vs. SN tested .0082, CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0108. C) SN naïve vs. SN tested
p=.0038, CN naïve vs. CN trained p=.0292, CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0021. D) SN naïve vs. SN tested
p=.0033, SN trained vs SN tested p=.0063, CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0175, CN trained vs. CN tested
p=.0071. Communal are in grey and white and Solo are in black bars. Data are presented as fold change
+S.E.M. *, p<.05; **, p<.01, n=4.
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The expression of V4 for both SAC and PAE female displayed noteworthy interaction
across behavioral groups with housing condition. V4 fold change was elevated during
testing for both SN and CN. SN and CN female displayed similar V4 fold change in naïve
condition, followed by an decrease of V4 during training only for CN female, while SN
female did not display a change from solo naïve group. During testing SN displayed a
significant elevation compared to SN train group and had higher V4 fold change expression
than CN. Two-way ANOVA results revealed significant effect of behavioral condition [F
(2, 18) = 19.45, p<0.0001]. Post-hoc analysis revealed significant effect of behavioral
group SN naïve vs. SN tested p= .0023, SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0019 (Figure 9A).
PAE female also displayed significant interactions, two-way ANOVA revealed significant
effect of behavioral group [F(2,18)=35.95, p<.0001], but no significant effect of housing
exposure and interaction between behavior and housing. As shown in figure 9B, SN
decreased V4 fold change expression during training, but it was elevated during testing.
While CN displayed lower V4 than SN during training, and an increase during testing. In
trained and tested conditions CN had lower V4 fold change than SN. Post-hoc analysis
revealed significant differences within behavioral groups SN naïve vs. SN tested p<.0001,
SN trained vs. SN tested p<.0001, CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0215, CN trained vs. CN
tested p=.0093. Similar for SAC female where behavioral treatment had an effect on V4
fold change, in which training caused a significant decrease in CN female, while testing
had an increasing effect on SN female.
In figure 9C, you can see that behavioral treatment had an effect in V4/BDNF ratio fold
change expression in SN and CN. In naïve condition CN had higher levels of V4/BDNF
ratio than SN, but both SN and CN V4/BDNF levels were lower during training. However,
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V4/BDNF ratio was elevated during testing for both SN and CN, in which SN displayed
higher V4/BDNF fold change expression than CN. Two-way ANOVA revealed significant
effect of behavioral group [F(2,18)=23.43, p<.0001], no significant effect of housing, nor
interaction between behavior and housing. Post-hoc results revealed SN naïve vs. SN tested
p=.0073, SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0034, CN naïve vs CN tested p=.0179, CN trained
vs. CN tested p=.0008.
Similar to SAC female, PAE female were affected by behavioral treatment. During training
V4/BDNF ratio fold change was lower, but elevated during testing. Naïve condition
displayed similar V4/BDNF ratio fold change in SN and CN, but during training and testing
SN had higher V4/BDNF ratio fold change expression than CN. Showing training and
testing had different effects on the expression of V4/BDNF ratio. Two-way ANOVA
results revealed significant effect of behavioral group [F(2,18)=149.8, p<.0001]. Post-hoc
analysis also revealed SN naïve vs. SN tested p<.0001, SN trained vs. SN tested p<.0001,
CN naïve vs. CN tested p<.0001 and CN trained vs. CN tested p<.0001 (Figure 9D).
In general figure 9 shows difference in V4 fold change expression between solo and
communal housing in SAC and PAE female mice. Solo housing increased V4 levels
compared to communal housing in tested condition. In both SAC and PAE there was an
increased expression of V4 and V4/BDNF ratio compared to naïve and train conditions.
Showing that female mice are affected by behavioral condition and housing.
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Figure 9.- SAC and PAE female frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 SAC A), V3 PAE B),
V3/BDNF ratio SAC C), V3/BDNF ratio PAE D). Post-hoc results A) SN naïve vs. SN tested p= .0023,
SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0019 B) SN naïve vs. SN tested p<.0001, SN trained vs. SN tested p<.0001,
CN naïve vs. CN tested p=.0215, CN trained vs. CN tested p=.0093. C) SN naïve vs. SN tested p=.0073,
SN trained vs. SN tested p=.0034, CN naïve vs CN tested p=.0179, CN trained vs. CN tested p=.0008.
D) SN naïve vs. SN tested p<.0001, SN trained vs. SN tested p<.0001, CN naïve vs. CN tested p<.0001
and CN trained vs. CN tested p<.0001. Communal are in grey and white and Solo are in black bars. Data
are presented as fold change +S.E.M. *, p<.05; **, p<.01, ****, p<.0001, n=4.

3.2.3 Sex effect
As shown in previous sections, female display higher expression of BDNF and its variants,
showing there is a significant difference between female and male mice. The overall results
show a sex effect on BNDF and its variants: V3[F(1,72)=36.761, p<.0001],
V4[F(1,72)=21.348, p<.0001], V3/BDNF ratio [F(1,72)=107.485, p<.0001], V4/BDNF
ratio [F(1,72)=62.736, p<.0001] and BDNF total [F(1,72)=4.744, p=.033]. They also
show an overall sex x behavior interaction in V3 [F(2,72)=42.396, p<.0001],V4
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[F(2,72)=62.201, p<.0001],V3/BDNF ratio [F(2,72)=72.882, p<.0001],V4/BDNF ratio
[F(2,72)=105.901, p<.0001] and Bdnf [F(2,72)=6.398, p=.033], as well an overall sex x
housing effect predominantly on V4 [F(1,72)=4.060, p=.048] and an overall sex x behavior
x housing interaction in V4 [F(2,72)=3.712, p=.029].
The previous results show female mice in solo and communal housing show an interaction
within housing treatment, as well as within prenatal alcohol exposure, in which SAC and
PAE express significant fold change in test condition compared to male mice. Showing
female display greater interaction between behavior, prenatal alcohol and housing
exposure. Overall, female compared to male express significant interactions within
behavior, housing and prenatal demonstrating that these treatments is sex specific.
3.2.3.1 SAC Male vs. SAC Female in solo and communal
Female SAC solo and communal displayed greater difference within behavior
treatment groups than male. Test condition had a greater impact on the expression
of BNDF variants in female
In the SAC Solo group, there is a significant interaction within sex (Female vs Male),
within behavior and interaction between sex-specific and behavioral group. Two-way
analysis shows BDNF and its variants have these type of interactions. V3 interaction
between sex and behavior [F(2,18)= 17.03, p<.0001] and a main effect of sex [F(1,18)=
17.77, p=.0005]. Two-way ANOVA results also revealed an interaction behavioral groups
of V3 [F(2, 18)= 7.16, p=.0052]. As you can see, female expressed higher V3 fold change
than male in naïve and test conditions, while male expressed higher V3 than female during
training. Male displayed an elevation of V3 during training, but it was lower during testing.
On the other hand, female displayed a decrease during testing, but an elevation during
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testing. Post-hoc results revealed significant difference in V3 fold change between female
and male during testing p=.0028, and also between behavior groups male trained vs male
tested p<.0001. Showing that testing had an impact on the expression of V3 for both male
and female (Figure 10A).
In figure 10B, as you can see the fold change of V4 was similar between female and male
in naïve and train conditions. Female expressed slightly higher levels of V4 compared to
male in naïve condition, and male expressed higher levels of V4 than female during
training. During testing you can observe that V4 fold change for male remained close to
the fold change observed during training. However, female displayed a significant V4
elevation during testing no only compared to naïve and train groups, but also significantly
higher V4 levels than male in that behavioral group. Two-way ANOVA results showed us
that V4 had significant interactions within behavioral groups [F(2,18)= 15.51, p=.0001],
within sex [F(1,18)=15.04, p<.0011] and between sex and behavioral groups [F (2,18) =
16.61, p<.0001]. Post-hoc analysis revealed significant difference in V4 expression of male
vs. female during testing Male tested vs. female tested p<.0001, also revealed difference in
female within behavioral groups female naïve vs. female tested p=.0023and female trained
vs. female tested p=.0019. This demonstrate that the only behavioral condition that had an
effect was testing and only on female.
In SAC solo group also we can observe that female expressed higher levels of BDNF
compared to male in the three different behavioral groups (naïve, trained, tested). For both
male and female, you can also see that during testing BDNF levels lower. Male and female
had an increase in BNDF total during training, but a decreased during testing. Two-way
ANOVA revealed significant effect of behavioral group [F(2,18)= 6.768, p=.0064]. Post51

hoc analysis revealed no significant difference in tested condition between male vs. female.
It also revealed no significant difference for female and male within behavioral groups
(Figure 10C). These results reveal us that female mice start with higher levels of BDNF
and are highly affected by the tested behavior condition compared to male BDNF fold
change.
In contrast the ratios of V3 and V4 to BDNF displayed significant changes during test
condition, resembling more to the results obtained for V3 and V4, respectively. In figure
10D, you can observe that female displayed an elevated V3/BDNF ratio during naïve, train
and test conditions than male. V3/BDNF ratio did not change during training for male and
female, respectively. But the fold change expression of V3/BDNF ratio lower for male and
elevated for female during testing. Two-way ANOVA results revealed a significant
interaction within sex and behavioral group [F(2,18)= 13.76, p=.0002], interaction within
behavioral groups [F(2,18)= 10.71, p=.0009] and within sex [F(1,18)= 15.76, p=.0009].
Post-hoc results showed significant difference between female vs. male during testing male
tested vs. female tested p<.0001, and significant difference in the expression of V3/BDNF
ratio in female naïve vs. tested p=.0033, trained vs. tested p=.0063. These results combined
show us that female were affected by behavior treatment, with testing having the highest
effect, while male did not display significant changes with behavior treatment.
In figure 10E, you can see that V4/BDNF ratio was elevated during testing for both female
and male. In naïve and train conditions, V4/BDNF ratio fold change was higher for male
than female, but those levels did not change from naïve to train for male. Female displayed
lower V4/BDNF ratio during training, but a significant elevation during testing. Male also
expressed higher levels of V4/BDNF ratio but no as significantly higher than train
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condition that female displayed. Two-way ANOVA results revealed V4/BDNF ratio
interaction within sex and behavioral group [F(2,18)= 10.95, p=.0008], a significant effect
of behavioral group [F(2,18)= 13.99, p =.0002] and a main effect of sex [F(1,18)= 8.064,
p=.0109]. Post-hoc analysis revealed male and female were affected by test condition male
trained vs. male tested p=.0286, female naïve vs. female tested =.0073, female trained vs.
female tested p=.0034. Post-hoc also revealed a significant difference in the expression of
V4/BDNF ratio in male vs. female during testing, male tested vs. female tested p=.0004.
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Figure 10.- SAC solo male vs. female frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B), BDNF

ratio (C), V3/BDNF ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc results A) Female tested vs. male tested
p<.0001, male trained vs male tested p<.0001, female naive vs. female tested p=.0009, female trained vs.
female tested p=.0082. B) Male tested vs. female tested p<.0001, female naive vs. female tested p=.0023,
female trained vs. female tested p=.0019. C) ns. D) Male tested vs. female tested p<.0001, female naive
vs. female tested p=.0033, female trained vs. female tested p=.0063. E) Male tested vs. female tested
p=.0004, male trained vs. male tested p=.0286, female naïve vs. female tested p=.0073, female trained vs.
female tested p=.0034. Male are black bars; female are in grey bars. Data are presented as fold change
+SEM *, p<.05; **, p<.01, ****, p<.0001, n=4.
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SAC communal mice displayed higher levels of V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF
ratio in female compared to male under test condition, while BDNF was lower during
testing, as observed in figure 10. Two-way ANOVA results revealed significant interaction
between sex and behavioral group for V3 [F(2,18)= 14.53, p=.0002], also significant
interaction within sex [F(1,18)= 6.285, p=.0220] and within behavior group [F(2,18)=
4.668, p=.0233]. Male expressed higher V3 than female in naïve condition. V3 was
elevated during training, but lower during testing for male, while V3 was elevated during
training and testing for female. During testing, as you can see V3 fold change expression
was significantly higher in female than male. Showing training had a similar effect on both
female and male, but testing had the opposite effect for male vs. female. Post-hoc analysis
revealed significant effect of behavior in male and female, male naïve vs. male tested
p=.0168, male trained vs. male tested p=.0018, female naïve vs. female tested p=.0108.
Post-hoc also revealed a significant difference in V3 expression in male vs. female, female
tested vs. male tested p=.0002 (Figure 11A).
V4 expression had similar trend than V3 expression in SAC communal mice. In figure
11B, you can see that male displayed higher V4 fold change expression than female in
naïve and train condition, but V4 was elevated for female and lower for male during testing.
Male displayed an elevation of V4 during training, but a decrease during testing. Female
displayed an increase during training and testing. Two-way ANOVA revealed significant
interactions between behavior and sex [F(2, 18)= 9.677 p=.0014]. Post-hoc results male
naïve vs. male tested p=.0168, male trained vs. male tested p=.0018, and a significant
difference male trained vs. female trained p= .0360 and male vs female in tested condition
p=.0057.
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BDNF expression in SAC communal group displayed similar levels in both female and
male in naïve condition, followed by an elevation during training and a decrease during
testing. BDNF expression was also similar in male and female during training, however
during testing female displayed higher levels of BDNF compared to male. Two-way
ANOVA results shows us that there was a significant interaction within behavior [F(2,18)=
8.083, p=.0031], but no other significant interaction within sex, and between sex and
behavior. Post-hoc analysis revealed only interaction between naïve and test condition for
male, male naïve vs. male tested p=.0199. As previously mentioned, testing lowered
BDNF, and opposite expression observed in BDNF variants V3 and V4 (Figure 11C).
In figure 11D, you can observe V3/BDNF levels were similar in naïve and train conditions
for male, but lower during testing. Female displayed a decrease during training and
elevation during testing. Female also displayed higher V3/BDNF levels than male in naïve
and tested behavioral conditions. Two-way ANOVA results revealed significant
interaction between sex and behavioral group [F(2,18)= 11.46, p=.0006], significant
behavioral groups [F(2,18)=7.416, p=.0045] and a significant overall effect of
sex[F(1,18)= 8.468, p=.0093]. Post-hoc analysis revealed significant difference between
male tested vs. female tested p=.0004 and female naïve vs. tested p=.0175, female trained
vs. female tested p=.0071. These results combined shows us that the tested condition had
a sex-specific effect where V3/BDNF ratio was in female but decreased in male.
Two-way ANOVA revealed in figure 11E that sex [F(1,18)=12.31, p=.0025], behavior
[F(2,18)=17.72, p<.0001] and a behavior and sex interaction was present for V4/BDNF
ratio [F(2, 18)=12.91, p=.0003]. Post-hoc results revealed differences in female naïve vs.
female tested p=.0020, female trained vs. female tested p<.0001 and a significant
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difference in male vs. female during testing, showing that female displayed higher
V4/BNDF ratio than male p=.0002. V4/BDNF ratio was lower during training, but elevated
during testing for female. On the other hand, male did not display changes during training
and testing compared to naïve condition. During training male expressed higher V4/BDNF
ratio than female, but in naïve and test you can observe that female displayed elevated
V4/BDNF ratio compared to male. This figure reveals us that behavior treatment had a
significant effect only female, by lowering V4/BDNF ratio during training and elevating
its expression during testing.
In figures 10 and 11 SAC solo and communal mice you can observe the effects of
behavioral treatment in female vs. male. Overall tested condition reduced the fold change
expression of V3, V4, BDNF and V3/BDNF ratio in male, with the exception of V4/BDNF
ratio that increased the fold change. For female’s tested condition had the opposite effect,
it significantly increased the fold change expression of V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and
V4/BDNF ratio, with an exception in the expression of BDNF. However, the fold change
of V3 and V4 during training for female in both solo and communal groups did not display
a significant change from their naïve group, but they displayed an elevation in V3/BDNF
solo and communal, and a decrease for V4/BDNF ratio solo and communal. BDNF
remained similar during training in solo group, but it was elevated in communal group in
female. On the other hand, male displayed an increase in the fold change of V3 and BDNF
in both solo and communal groups. The fold change for V4 was elevated for communal
male, but it did not change for solo male compared to naïve condition. V3/BDNF ratio and
V4/BDNF ratio in solo and communal groups did not showed a significant change. Naive
condition displayed important differences in male and female’s initial levels of V3, V4,
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BDNF, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio in SAC solo and communal groups. V3, BNDF
and V3/BDNF ratio in female was greater in female than male in solo group, while V4 and
V4/BDNF ratio solo displayed similar fold change in female and male. While V3, V4,
BDNF and V4/BDNF ratio communal had reduced fold change in female than in male.
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Figure 11.- SAC communal male vs. female frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B),
BDNF ratio (C), V3/BDNF ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc results A) Male naïve vs. male
tested p=.0168, male trained vs. male tested p=.0018, female naïve vs. female tested p=.0108, female
tested vs. male tested p=.0002. B) Male naïve vs. male tested p=.0168, male trained vs. male tested
p=.0018, male trained vs. female trained p= .0360, male tested vs. female tested p=.0057. C) Male naïve
vs. Male test p=.0199. D) Male tested vs. female tested p=.0004, female naïve vs. female tested p=.0175,
female trained vs. female tested p=.0071. E) Female naïve vs. female tested p=.0020, female trained vs.
female tested p<.0001, male tested vs. female tested p=.0002. Male are black bars; female are in grey
bars. Data are presented as fold change +SEM *, p<.05; **, p<.01, ****, p<.0001, n=4.
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3.2.3.2 PAE Male vs. PAE Female in solo and communal
Female PAE solo and communal displayed greater difference within behavior
treatment groups than male. Test condition increased the expression of BNDF
variants in female and decreased it in male.
In figure 12A two-way ANOVA revealed significant interaction between sex and
behavioral groups in V3 [F(2,18)= 9.763, p=.0013], significant difference between female
vs. male. V3 [F(1,18)= 7.692, p=.0125] and within behavior [F(2,18)= 7.262, p=.0049]. As
you can see, V3 fold change was elevated during training and testing in female. Male
displayed an increase of V3 during training, but lower V3 fold change during testing. In
naïve condition female had lower V3 fold change than male, while displaying similar level
during training. During testing female displayed significantly increased levels of V3
compared to male and to female naïve and train condition. Post-hoc analysis revealed the
significance of these interactions in female results showed female naïve vs female tested
p=.0038, female tested vs. male tested p=.0008.
The expression of V4 for male decreases with each behavioral treatment, while female
showed lower V4 fold change during training, followed by an elevation during testing. In
figure 12B, as you can observe female displayed lower V4 than male in naïve and train
conditions, but during testing this was reversed by a significant elevation of V4 in female.
Two-way ANOVA revealed V4 significant interaction between sex and behavioral groups
[F(2,18)=22.26, p<.0001], significant difference between female vs. male [F (1,18)= 5.065,
p=.0371] and significant interaction within behavior groups [F(2,18)=13.41, p=.0003].
Post-hoc results showed interactions within female naïve vs. female tested p<.0001, female
trained vs. female tested p<.0001, female tested vs. male tested p<.0001.
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BDNF two-way ANOVA revealed only significant interaction between sex and behavior
[F(2,18)= 3.939, p=.0381], but no significant interaction within sex, neither within
behavioral groups. In figure 12C, female displayed a BDNF elevation during training, but
lower during testing. Whereas male displayed a decrease during training and testing,
respectively. Female had higher BNDF fold change than male during training and testing,
with the exception in naïve condition. Post-hoc results revealed the only significant
interaction in female naïve vs. female trained p=.0491. These results show us behavioral
treatment had different effect in the fold change of female and male. During testing both
female and male suffer a decrease of BDNF fold change, while during training male
decrease their fold change and female increase BDNF fold change.
Figure 12D shows us the expression of V3/BDNF ratio in PAE solo mice. As you can see
male did not display a significant change of V3/BDNF ratio during training, but was lower
during testing. Female displayed a decrease of V3/BDNF ratio during training, and a higher
elevation during testing. Both train and test condition shows us female had higher fold
change than male, even though in naïve condition they have lower fold change of
V3/BDNF ratio than male. Two-way ANOVA revealed significant interaction between sex
and behavioral groups V3/BDNF ratio [F(2,18)= 15.71, p=.0001], significant difference
between female vs. male V3/BDNF ratio [F(1,18)= 10.32, p=.0048], and a significant
interaction within behavior treatment groups [F(2,180=16.65, p<.0001]. Post-hoc later
revealed significant interactions of female within behavior treatments female naïve vs.
female tested p=.0019, female trained vs. female tested p=.0017 and significant differences
between female vs. male by revealing male tested vs. female tested p<.0001.
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V4/BDNF ratio was lower during training, but elevated during testing for both female and
male, respectively. In figure 12E, you can observe female had higher V4/BDNF ratio fold
change in naïve and test condition than male, but male displayed higher V4/BDNF ratio
fold change during training. Two-way ANOVA results for V4/BDNF ratio revealed
significant interaction between sex and behavioral groups [F(2,18)= 61.81, p<.0001],
significant difference between female vs. male V4/BDNF ratio [F(1,18)= 43.29, p<.0001],
and significant interaction within behavior groups [F(2,18)= 69.46, p<.0001]. As you can
see in figure 11E, the changes weren’t as significant for male as were significant for female.
Post-hoc analysis confirmed this by revealing female naïve vs. female tested p<.0001,
female trained vs. female tested p<.0001, male naive vs. male trained p=.0163 and also by
showing the significant difference in the expression of V4/BDNF ratio during testing in
male vs. female male tested vs. female tested p<.0001.
These results show us that female started with lower expression of V3, V4, BDNF,
V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio than male, but were the most affected by test behavior
treatment in which they displayed higher levels of V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF
ratio, with the exception of BDNF which was decreased during testing. The expression of
V3 and V3/BDNF ratio compared to V4 and V4/BDNF ratio was observed during training,
in which V3 levels were increased, while for V4 the levels were lower for both female and
male. These results show us that train behavioral treatment had different effects, while test
behavior treatment had similar effects in the fold change expression of V3, V4, V3/BDNF
ratio and V4/BDNF ratio.
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Figure 12.- PAE solo male vs. female frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B), BDNF

total (C), V3/BDNF ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc results A) Female naïve vs female tested
p=.0038, female tested vs. male tested p=.0008. B) Female naïve vs. female tested p<.0001, female
trained vs. female tested p<.0001, female tested vs. male tested p<.0001. C) Female naïve vs. female
trained p=.0491. D) Female naïve vs. female tested p=.0019, female trained vs. female tested p=.0017,
male tested vs. female tested p<.0001. E) Female naïve vs. female tested p<.0001, female trained vs.
female tested p<.0001, male naive vs. male trained p=.0163, male tested vs. female tested p<.0001. Male
are black bars; female are in grey bars. Data are presented as fold change +SEM *, p<.05; **, p<.01,
****, p<.0001, n=4.
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Figure 13A two-way ANOVA for V3 revealed significant interaction between sex and
behavioral groups [F(2,18)= 19.92, p<.0001], significant difference between female vs.
male [F(1,18)= 14.37, p=.0013], and significant interaction across behavior groups
[F(2,18)=6.14, p=.0093]. Female displayed an elevation of V3 during training and testing,
while male displayed an elevation of V3 during training, but lower during testing. Female
had lower V3 fold change in naïve condition, but that was reversed in trained and tested
behavioral conditions. Post-hoc analysis revealed significant differences for the expression
of V3 across behavioral groups female naïve vs. female trained p=.0292, female naïve vs.
female tested p=.0021 and for male, male naïve vs. male tested p=.0035, male trained vs.
male tested p=.0013. Post-hoc also revealed significant difference in the expression of V3
in male vs. female, female tested vs. male tested p=.0012. These results revealed test
behavior condition affected differently the expression of V3 in female and male.
V4 was decreased during training and testing for male, but elevated during training and
testing for female. Female displayed lower V4 fold change in naïve and train condition,
but higher V4 fold change expression during testing than male. Two-way ANOVA for V4
revealed significant interaction between sex and behavioral groups [F(2,18)= 11.25,
p=.0007], and significant interaction across behavior groups [F(2,18)=4.562,p=.0250] but
no significant interaction within sex groups. Post-hoc analysis revealed significant
differences in V4 fold change in naïve vs. tested in male and female, respectively, male
naïve vs. male tested p=.0471, female naïve vs. female tested p=.0220, female trained vs.
female tested p=.0084. Post-hoc also revealed significant difference in V4 expression in
female vs. male in tested behavioral condition female tested vs. male tested p=.0026. This
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graph shows us that behavioral treatment decreases the fold change of V4 in male, while
increasing the V4 fold change in female (Figure 13B).
Two-way ANOVA results for BDNF revealed significant interaction between sex and
behavioral groups [F(2,180=5.187, p=.0166], within behavior [F(2,18)=6.296, p=.0085],
within sex [F(1,18)=4.451, p=.0492],but no significant interaction within behavior groups.
In figure 12C as you can observe BDNF was elevated during training, but lower during
testing for female. Male did not display a change during training, but BDNF was lower
during testing. Post-hoc revealed significant difference in male within behavior groups
male naïve vs. male tested p=.0135, male trained vs. male tested p=.0324; and in female,
female naïve vs. female trained p=.0270. In figure 13C, you can also observe female
displayed higher BDNF fold change expression during training and testing, but lower fold
change levels in naïve condition than male. Showing different behavior effect in female vs.
male.

Post-hoc revealed significant difference in female vs male in train and test

conditions, female trained vs. male trained p=.0343, female tested vs. male tested p=.0237.
In figure 13D, V3/BDNF ratio expression was elevated during testing for female, while
male did not display significant change during training, but V3/BDNF ratio was lower
during testing. Two-way ANOVA results revealed significant interaction between sex and
behavioral groups [F(2,18)=20.71, p<.0001], significant difference between female vs,
male [F(1,18)= 20.75, p=.0002] and significant interaction within behavior [F(2,18)=
15.61, p=.0001]. Female displayed higher V3/BDNF ratio fold change in tested conditions,
while displayed lower levels in naïve and trained conditions. Post-hoc result revealed
difference in the expression of V3/BDNF ratio in female within behavior groups female
naïve vs. female tested p=.0023, female trained vs. female tested p=.0008. Post-hoc also
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revealed differences in male vs. female within behavior groups female tested vs. male
tested p <.0001. These results combined shows us behavior treatment caused a significant
increase of V3/BDNF fold change in female, while behavior treatment did not have a
significant effect on male.
V4/BDNF ratio expression observed in figure 13E revealed train condition had a
decreasing effect, while test had an increasing effect in both female and male respectively.
In this figure two-way ANOVA revealed significant interaction between sex and
behavioral groups [F(2,18)=57.55, p<.0001], significant difference between female and
male. V4/BDNF ratio [F(1,18)= 20.08, p=.0003] and significant interaction

within

behavior [F(2,18)= 67.6, p<.0001]. Male displayed higher V4/BDNF ratio fold change
expression in naïve and train condition, but was lower than female. During training
V4/BDNF ratio fold change was lower for both female and male, but during testing female
displayed significantly higher levels of V4/BDNF ratio than male. Post-hoc analysis
revealed within behavior female had significant difference in the V4/BDNF ratio fold
change expression female naïve vs. female tested p<.0001, female trained vs. female tested
p<.0001. Post-hoc also revealed significant differences in male vs. female within behavior
groups V4/BDNF ratio fold change levels during testing female tested vs. male tested
p<.0001.
PAE female communal mice displayed higher levels of V3 and V4 in test condition,
respectively. However, in communal housing, BDNF total was higher for female during
training, but lower during testing for both male and female.

V3/BDNF ratio was

significantly different in naïve condition because female expressed higher levels compared
to male. While V4 and V4/BDNF ratio male expressed higher levels at train condition. But
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for both V3/BNDF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio female expressed higher levels than male
during testing. Overall, V3, V4, BDNF, V3/BDNF ratio, V4/BDNF ratio expression was
higher in naïve conditions for male, but higher during testing for female (Figure 13).
As you can observe in figures 12 and 13, PAE mice exposed to solo and communal housing
showed similar expression of V3, V4, BDNF, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio. These
figures revealed significant differences and similarities in the expression of BDNF and its
variants for PAE solo and communal mice. They revealed test condition had the highest
impact by increasing significantly V3, V4, V3/BDNF ratio and V4/BDNF ratio in female
in both solo and communal housing. It was also revealed a decrease of V3, V4, V3/BDNF
ratio and V4/BDNF ratio for male. While BDNF displayed lower levels for both female
and male. These two figures show us the effect that behavioral treatment had in female vs.
male.
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Figure 13.- PAE communal male vs. female frontal cortex mRNA expression of V3 (A), V4 (B),
BDNF total(C), V3/BDNF ratio (D), V4/BDNF ratio (E). Post-hoc results A) Female naïve vs. female
trained p=.0292, female naïve vs. female tested p=.0021, male naïve vs. male tested p=.0035, male trained
vs. male tested p=.0013, female tested vs. male tested p=.0012. B) Male naïve vs. male tested p=.0471,
female naïve vs. female tested p=.0220, female trained vs. female tested p=.0084, female tested vs. male
tested p=.0026. C) Male naïve vs. male tested p=.0135, male trained vs. male tested p=.0324, female
naïve vs. female trained p=.0270 female trained vs. male trained p=.0343, female tested vs. male tested
p=.0237 D) Female naïve vs. female tested p=.0023, female trained vs. female tested p=.0008, female
tested vs. male tested p <.0001. E) Female naïve vs. female tested p<.0001, female trained vs. female
tested p<.0001, female tested vs. male tested p<.0001. Male are black bars; female are in grey bars. Data
are presented as fold change +SEM *, p<.05; **, p<.01, ****, p<.0001, n=4.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION
BDNF is a neurotrophin responsible to regulate dendritic density, synaptogenesis and
neurogenesis. It participates in neuroplasticity by being a mediator of memory
consolidation (Aid et al., 2007). BDNF is important in brain function and structure,
especially in the frontal cortex because of its executive functions. Thus, any alteration in
BDNF reduces neurogenesis, survival and function of existing neurons leading to reduced
neuroplasticity that causes psychiatric disorders and cognitive dysfunction. Some the
known factors that negatively affect the expression of BDNF are prenatal alcohol exposure
and chronic stress by altering BDNF variants that regulate BDNF expression. Also,
hormones regulate expression of BDNF causing a sex-specific manner expression of
BDNF. In our research we elucidated the difference in the expression of BDNF and some
of its key variants that might be associated with fear conditioned learning and could be the
source of learning deficits observed following prenatal alcohol exposure in mice. The
differences observed in BDNF and these variant during this investigation are associated
with prenatal alcohol, contextual fear condition and housing exposure, may help to
elucidate BDNF’s role in learning and memory in male and female mice.
In our studies, we assessed the impact of prenatal alcohol and early housing stress
exposures together to explore the role of BDNF expression in learning and memory and in
the deficits in learning produced by exposure to prenatal alcohol. Prenatal alcohol has been
shown to alter stress responding in a number of studies and early housing conditions have
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been shown to produce resilience to stress. These studies explore the interaction between
increase stress sensitivity produced by prenatal alcohol and the ability of early life housing
to mitigate stress. Changes in BDNF expression in response to housing, learning and
prenatal alcohol was explored as a possible neural mechanism for the findings.
Stress and alcohol studies in animal models are utilized to study effects in cognition
development and risk of psychiatric disorders later in life. Both types of exposure can
impact epigenetic modifications within different brain regions during development. Studies
have reported similarities like alteration of BDNF expression, target of same brain regions
such as, frontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala and HPA axis. Both of them present sexspecific consequences, similar methylation states of genes involved in neuronal
development and plasticity (Boschen, et al., 2015). Based on their similarities and how they
affect the brain is therefore important to understand how both prenatal and stress exposure
together damage the brain and produce cognitive and behavioral impairments through
epigenetic programming.
In this investigation we focused on the effects of prenatal and contextual fear exposure
treatment in the frontal cortex. The frontal cortex is essential for the formation of executive
functions that regulate behavior, learning and memory. PAE has a negative effect in frontal
cortex as it produces poor executive control and impairs working memory (Barker, et al.,
2015). Our results as others (Caldwell, et al., 2008) confirmed that PAE has negative
effects in the expression of BDNF in the frontal cortex and that it leads to impairment in
memory compared to the SAC control groups. In our results control mice were used to
observe initial levels of BDNF and variants 3 and 4. Our control mice SAC solo female
and male showed female express higher BDNF and variants compared to male mice. This
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initial result is in agreement with literature and previous researches that demonstrate
estrogen increases the levels of BDNF in female. (Luine and Frankfurt, M., 2013) We used
both female and male controls to understand how prenatal exposure, housing and
contextual fear condition exposure alters expression of BDNF and some of its variants in
the frontal cortex in a sex-specific manner.
These studies observed differences in how prenatal exposure and early life housing
treatment affected the initial expression observed of BDNF and variants in behaviorally
naïve mice. Our results show that prenatal alcohol exposure decreases the expression of
BDNF and variants 3 and 4. PAE exposed female compared to the control groups, showed
a reduction in the expression of BDNF and variant, similar to what was previously reported
in (Caldwell, et al., 2008), which showed BDNF, exon IV (variant 3), VI (variant 4) are
reduced in frontal cortex in PAE mice. However, our results show male mice behaviorally
naïve PAE mice express higher levels of BDNF, V3 and V4 compared to the SAC control.
These initial differences showed PAE has a positive effect on the expression of BDNF and
its variants by increasing the levels, showing this might be a result of signaling of the
expression of BDNF in PAE mice. In communal housing exposure, male communal
housing displayed lower levels of BDNF, V3 and V4 than their solo counterparts in both
SAC and PAE groups. These difference caused by housing has been mentioned in
researches such as, Branchi, et al., 2006, that demonstrated communal housing increases
the expression of BDNF in hippocampus. The expression of BDNF and variants in naïve
group also demonstrated that factors such as prenatal and housing exposure have a higher
impact in female by reducing BDNF and variants. The results obtained show male
displayed higher BDNF, V3 and V4 in PAE mice and in communal groups compared to
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female. This initial difference could be explained by a disruption of estrogen’s activity in
the expression of BDNF. Alcohol exposure has been proven to reduce BDNF, V3 and V4
mRNA in female which explains the lower levels of BDNF in PAE solo female mice.
However, in SAC communal this reduction can be product of the stress that represents
being with other mice during development stage which alters the activity of BDNF,
estrogen and glucocorticoids (Gray, et al., 2013).
During our contextual fear condition paradigm we obtained interesting results in how the
combination of prenatal alcohol and housing exposure alters BDNF expression in frontal
cortex. It is important to note that most studies that used contextual fear conditioning focus
on the function of hippocampus because it participates in long-term memory. Hippocampus
as amygdala are regulated by the activity of frontal cortex. Studies done by Sakata, K., et
al., 2013 show the interaction between these three brain regions, in which the
downregulation of frontal cortex impairs the functions in memory in hippocampus and
amygdala. They showed fear memory is mediated by circuits that include the hippocampus
and the PFC. Therefore, using contextual fear conditioning in frontal cortex help us to study
the role BDNF has in memory enhancement in this brain region and differences with these
other two brain regions.
In the first day of contextual fear condition we examined the differences in levels of BDNF.
As mentioned in (Lubin, et al., 2008) the expression of variants is result of how mice
respond to the new environment. During training day we expected to observe higher levels
of BDNF and V3 (Lubin, et al., 2008) and lower V4 levels because in previous researches
this exon was not expressed during contextual fear condition (Lubin, et al., 2008) and it
was also reduced by prenatal alcohol treatment (Caldwell, et al., 2008).Our results
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confirmed this initial assumptions because during training male and female mice displayed
higher levels of BDNF and V3, and lower V4 in SAC and PAE solo groups in female and
male. In which PAE displayed even lower V3 and V4 than SAC because alcohol exposure
also reduces these variants. Even though BDNF was higher in PAE than SAC mice,
V3/BDNF and V4/BDNF ratios results showed they regulate the expression of BDNF by
reducing its levels in PAE group.
However, there were some differences in the expression of BDNF expression during
training day in communal male mice. Our results showed communal SAC male mice
displayed increased levels of V3, BDNF and V4, while PAE communal mice lower levels
of BDNF, V3 and V4. These changes in levels in communal groups’ shows that V4 is
positevitly affected in SAC by communal environment by increasing its levels and
mitigating the negative effect contextual fear condition has in this variant. This increase in
V4 might be result of BDNF and glucocorticoid signaling. As mentioned, V4 is regulated
by the expression of glucocorticoids and during training animals received two shocks,
which induces stress causing the release of glucocorticoids, this in turn increases the release
of BDNF. Therefore, it is expected that fear conditioned training should produce elevations
in BDNF expression, as was observed in solo housed SAC mice, with higher levels in SAC
than PAE. On the other hand, PAE mice in communal housing showed that this type of
environment affects the expression of BDNF and variants in an opposite way, by reducing
their levels even more than SAC and their PAE solo counterparts. Female communal mice
showed that PAE groups express higher levels of V3 and BDNF, while lowering V4
compared to SAC. These results showed communal environment had a positive effect on
PAE communal female mice during training day by altering PAE known negative effects
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despite lowering V4 levels. Overall, communal group increased BDNF total, which can
lead to the overexpression observed in PAE. This result could provide evidence that
communal housing has a positive effect on PAE by elevating BDNF variants.
The results of tested day helps to understand better the mechanisms by which BDNF is
expressed and the behavioral responses that alter its expression levels. Based on the
behavioral studies we assumed mice displaying higher levels of BDNF will exhibit higher
freezing response to the environment, because they will be able to recognize the negative
environment that they were exposed the previous day. The elevation of BDNF during this
stage helps to consolidate the memory formation, which helps to recall previous
information. In our behavioral analysis PAE exhibit less freezing than SAC controls both
female and male in solo housing environment. Thus, demonstrating that prenatal alcohol
exposure causes impairment in memory. Therefore, explaining also the reason why in
humans with FASD are not capable to adapt by displaying reckless behavior, poor
habituation, irritability or intense response to stress, longer time to recover from stress
(Streissguth, A. P., et al., 2004).
These behavioral results are supported by biochemical analysis of BDNF expression. We
found in the control groups female displayed higher BDNF, V3 and V4 than male in both
SAC and PAE in solo and communal groups, indicating that female mice should displayed
more freezing than male mice. However, there was an exception in SAC solo group, in
which male freeze more than female, which can be explained by differences in exon
expression in male and female. Male displayed lower V3, V4 and BDNF, while female in
SAC express higher V3 and V4, but low BNDF. This shows us that female exhibiting less
freezing time, could be the result of low levels of estradiol caused by contextual fear
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condition paradigm. Low estrogen impairs recall of memory, even with high levels of
BDNF. We did not measure the levels of circulating estradiol in our study but future work
should consider assessing estradiol levels.

Female displayed significant differences in the expression of BDNF and its variants which
corroborates the freezing response observed in behavioral analysis. Freezing of female is
higher than male in PAE groups and higher in communal housing. Initially we observed a
reduction in BDNF, but a significant increase in V3 and V4 which as an overall helps to
increase the total BDNF expression, therefore increasing freezing behavior response. In
female the increase of V3 and V4 are possibly the result of reduced DNA methylation
caused by contextual fear condition that is also observed in hippocampus (Lubin, et al.,
2008). Initially based on the expression of BDNF we should expect PAE female exhibit
more freezing than SAC female in solo groups. However based on behavioral results SAC
displayed more freezing than PAE in solo group. As we mentioned previously, this can be
result from lower estrogen or altered BDNF signaling factors such as TrkB, ERK caused
by PAE than SAC. It could also be that chronic stress leads to an increase of V4 and an
invalidation of BDNF gene expression that cannot be reversed, which would explain lower
BDNF levels observed during testing. Chronic stress causes lower density in spines, which
reduces connectivity in the brain. These alterations in the structure of frontal cortex has
been documented by McEwen, B., and Morrison, J., 2013.
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On the other hand, male mice in solo housing, we observed the negative impact of PAE in
behavior and BDNF. Our results show PAE reduces the expression of BDNF, V3 and V4
in frontal cortex similar to what was reported (Caldwell., et al., 2008). Our behavioral
studies showed that SAC solo male exhibited more freezing than PAE male group and that
SAC communal male group. These differences are result of the housing and prenatal
alcohol exposure. In solo mice prenatal alcohol reduces the expression of BDNF and V3
and V4 variants, which explains the lower freezing time compared to SAC solo male. Thus,
demonstrating that PAE has negative effects on the expression of BDNF and V3 and V4
variants. Housing condition also has an impact on BDNF and behavior, because communal
housing overall reduces BDNF and variants levels, which corroborates SAC communal
male mice displaying lower freezing time than SAC solo mice. However, PAE communal
male mice despite lower BDNF, V3 and V4 levels has increased freezing time compared
to PAE solo male. Thus, demonstrating that the expression of BDNF is controlled by
transcription and not post-transcriptionally in male. As mentioned in Caldwell, et al., 2008
the decrease of V3 can be a result from the reduction of CREB, while V4 can be from
reduction of ERK2.
In our results we observed a particular exception worth studying communal housing. SAC
female displayed reduced freezing time than PAE communal and lower freezing time than
SAC solo female. The reason that SAC solo and communal displayed different freezing
response can be explain by the increase of V3 in communal group. The way V3 might
affect the expression of BDNF can be explained by first understanding the role of
communal housing. In PAE communal female we observed higher freezing time but also
higher BDNF than SAC communal group. Previously, we explained that BDNF is
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invalidated by changes of V4 during chronic stress, with higher incidence in PAE groups
than SAC control, but V3 to change the expression of BDNF in SAC communal groups.
Overall there is a difference between trained versus tested results, because we could
observe the effects of housing, prenatal alcohol exposure and contextual fear condition
paradigm in the expression of BDNF, V3 and V4 in a sex-specific manner. Female mice
showed communal housing reduced BDNF, V3, V4 compared to solo housing. But both
communal and solo showed higher levels of V3 and V4 in tested day compared to trained
day, in which PAE displayed higher levels than SAC. BDNF was increased on trained day
and decreased in tested day, but still displaying higher levels in PAE than SAC in both
trained and tested day. V4 expression is significantly different in trained and tested day in
both solo and communal housing because in both of them in trained day V4 is reduced and
more in PAE than SAC. But in tested day V4 was significantly elevated for both PAE and
SAC groups, with the difference that PAE expressed higher levels than SAC. On the other
hand, male mice had a different trend, SAC solo and communal elevated BDNF, V3 and
V4 in trained day and decreased in tested day. However, PAE solo and communal have
lower levels during trained day and lower BDNF, V3, V4 in tested day compared to trained.
In solo housing in trained day SAC expressed higher BDNF, V3, V4 contrasting with tested
day. Communal housing showed PAE had lower V3 and BDNF than SAC, while V4 PAE
was higher in tested day. Therefore, showing V4 plays an important role in context
paradigm because is affected according to sex, prenatal alcohol and housing exposure for
both female and male.
However, changes in the expression of BDNF in tested day in PAE groups can also be
explained by the fact that BDNF is increased by other mechanisms that do not require V3
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and V4 variants. For instance, estradiol can induce expression of BDNF, which will explain
higher levels of BDNF observed in PAE female in communal housing. It can be also that
BDNF is upregulated differently than BDNF in hippocampus, meaning that TrkB signaling
possibly expresses different or similar TrkB mRNA levels than BDNF, which will induce
BDNF expression. However, communal housing is still responsible in the way BDNF and
its variants are expressed in SAC and PAE groups. Despite alterations in BDNF and
variants expression caused by prenatal alcohol and stress exposure, communal housing
mitigates their effects as we can observe in their freezing response, which indicates that
they are able to learn association and enhance memory consolidation.
In conclusion there is a sex-specific expression of BNDF and variants V3 and V4. We
suggest that PAE exposure increases stress sensitivity by reducing BDNF mRNA in the
frontal cortex. The reduced levels of BDNF and the variants in solo PAE was particularly
seen in the male during contextual fear condition exposure. Female displayed less
sensitivity to the negative effects of contextual fear condition than male because they
depend on the expression of estradiol that helps to regulate BDNF as we observed in the
results. This sensitivity is also caused by expression of exons that are altered by stress and
prenatal exposure. In male both variants were decreased, as well BDNF, which explains
their poorly performance. Communal housing decreases BDNF and variants in SAC and
PAE male, it lowers their levels even more in PAE groups. However, the increased freezing
response in communal PAE male can be that BDNF is validated despite low V3 and V4.
In female communal housing despite differences in the expression of BDNF and its variants
caused by prenatal alcohol and housing exposure, show that communal groups freeze more
which indicates they learned the association with the environment and enhance memory
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consolidation of the contextual fear condition paradigm. These results confirmed PAE
decreases fear (stress)-mediated learning by altering BDNF mRNA, leading to poor
performance in memory recall. These results also show communal housing not only
increases BDNF in hippocampus, but also in frontal cortex. Therefore, communal housing
can potentially help PAE mice by improving their learning performance and elevated
BDNF levels in the frontal cortex.
For future directions is important to consider communal housing studies was performed by
few research groups, with focus in adult behavior. Therefore, continuing this study in
different stages of development is necessary to elucidate the effects of communal housing
during childhood and how it lasts or changes into adulthood. It is also important to continue
these studies by measuring other factors in BDNF signaling that will help to understand
the mechanism of BDNF in learning and how is altered by communal housing. In our
research we used only PCR that measured BDNF mRNA, thus is essential to continue this
study by measuring BDNF protein expression to see if pro-BDNF was cleaved into mature
BDNF that will cause the activation of the BDNF signaling cascade that is necessary for
dendrites that participate in learning. It is also important to measure other factors essential
for BDNF signaling such as, TrkB and ERK, phosphorylation of tpA, furin, plasmin. To
understand how estrogen regulates BDNF expression in a sex-specific manner, we could
measure estrogen levels and estrogen receptor element (ERE) in both female and male mice
by using immunoprecipitation. Finally we use tissue imaging of dendrites of communal
mice from the frontal cortex to compared how female and male differ according to prenatal
alcohol and housing exposure.
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